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A discussion of results obtained from studies conducted on soybean sulfur 
metabolism is presented here as two manuscripts for the eventual submission for publication 
in Crop Science. A general introduction precedes these manuscripts giving a broad overview 
of plant sulfur metabolism, sulfur transpon, and soybean seed protein accumulation. A 
general conclusion chapter follows, summarizing findings of the two studies presented here. 
References cited in this dissertation are coalesced and listed at the end of the dissertation. 
The first manuscript paper discusses the distribution and mobilization of sulfur acquired by 
soybean during seed development, while the second takes up nitrogen and sulfur stress 
effects on mobilization of sulfur to developing soybean seed. 
Rationale 
Soybean seed is an important source of dietary protein for livestock and humans; 
however, soybean seed protein itself contains low, potentially growth-limiting concentrations 
of the sulfur-containing amino acids, methionine (met) and cysteine (cys), when used as the 
sole protein source for monogastric mammals. Methionine and cys are considered "essential 
amino acids" indicating that they cannot be synthesized de novo by monogastric mammals 
(Food and Agricultural Organization and World Health Organization, 1989). Methionine is 
the primary essential amino acid that is deficient in legume proteins (DeLumen et al., 1997), 
and soybean seed proteins contain about half of the met found in FAO's (Food and 
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Agricultural Organization) egg protein standard (Burton et al., 1982). This limitation reveals 
itself in high protein rations when the majority of the ingested protein is derived from 
soybean. For this reason, many high protein rations are supplemented with synthetic 
methionine. McVey et al. (1995) projected that increasing the present soybean seed 
methionine concentration by one percentage point would result in $1.3 billion additional 
income to soybean producers. 
It is believed that the physiological restriction to the attainment of soybean seed 
protein with elevated concentrations of met and cys can be attributed to a limited availability 
of free S-amino acids within developing cotyledons. These experiments were conducted to 
study resistances to S-amino acid accumulation in seed protein due to restrictions on 
mobilization of S from vegetative to seed tissues during reproductive development. 
Soybean Seed Protein 
Protein quality 
The amino acid composition of a protein or of a complex of proteins, such as those 
found in soybean meal, determines in part, its "protein quality". The quality of protein is, 
here, a measure of its "completeness" in supplying essential amino acids for animals, each in 
proportion to the animals' own amino acid requirements (Young and Pellett, 1994). 
Soybean's average seed protein met + cys content of 22 rag g"' protein would need to be 
increased by 14, 91, and 118% to fully supply adults, infants, and growing swine with their 
correct essential amino acid needs (DeLumen et aL, 1997). 
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Cysteine, although not an essential amino acid itself, can be synthesized from met. 
Because cys can "spare" met in a diet, it has been established that the sura of the two amino 
acids best represents their availability in dietary protein (Food and Agricultural Organization 
and World Health Organization, 1989). Methionine and cysteine are the primary limiting 
amino acids in soybean; therefore, the cys + met content of protein is proportional to its 
"quality". The ratio of total N to total S (N/S ratio) has been shown to be highly negatively 
correlated (r = -0.787) with g met + g cys (16 g N)*' (mol %) across Glycine genotypes 
(Radford et aL, 1977). The seed N/S ratio may therefore be thought of as an efficient 
measure of the quality of a seed's protein. 
Soybean seed storage proteins 
Soybean seed contains about 40-45% protein on a dry weight basis, and storage 
proteins comprise about 70% of this (Murphy and Resurreccion, 1984). Soybean storage 
proteins are composed of two, multimeric seed storage proteins: P-conglycinin (7S protein) 
and glycinin (1 IS protein) (Meinke et aL, 1981). The 1 IS protein family consists of four 
dimers and a trimer that are formed from acidic and basic subunits produced from five 
polypeptides. These subunits aggregate to form glycinin hexomers of about 320 kDa. This 
family may be divided into two protein groups by amino acid homology; Group I (AuBa, 
AibBib, AaBia) and Group n (ASA4B3, A3B4) (Nielsen et aL, 1989). 
The sulfur-amino acid content of the 1 IS protein is approximately 3 to 4.5 mol % 
(Nielsen et aL, 1989; Fukushima, 1991). This is similar to the S-amino acid content of other 
high-quality dietary proteins (Food and Agricultural Organization and World Health 
Organization, 1989). The trimeric, 150-170 kDa, 7S protein is composed of a semi-random 
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association of the three subunits, a, a', and P (Derbyshire et al., 1976). Forms of the mature 
P-subunit contain, at most, one cys and no met among its approximately 416 amino acid 
residues (Thanh and Shibasaki, 1977; Coates et al., 1985). Tiemy et al. (1987) reported the 
peptide sequence from one P-subunit gene containing no met or cys residues. The P-subunit 
(P) of 7S protein is, therefore, primarily responsible for the dilution of the otherwise high 
quality soybean seed protein with non-S-amino acids. Murphy and Resurreccion (1984) 
found seed protein from several soybean cultivars, in several environments, to contain about 
51% 1 IS and 18.5% IS protein on average. Reducing the level of P relative to 1 IS proteins, 
without affecting seed protein concentration, would be one way to increase the quality of 
soybean storage protein. 
The relative accumulation of p-conglycinin vs. glycinin is controlled by sulfur 
nutrition (Gayler and Sykes, 1985). Soybean cotyledons cultured in a methionine-
supplemented medium contain no p-subunit and have a high concentration of 1 IS protein 
(Thompson et aL, 1984; Holowach et aL, 1984a, b; Holowach et aL, 1986; Thompson and 
Madison, 1990; Horta and Sodek, 1997). Soybean plants grown under S-deficient conditions 
accumulate 1 IS protein at a reduced rate, while the P-subunit protein accumulates rapidly; 
however, the P-subunit is not produced until late in the seed's development (Gayler and 
Sykes, 1985). 
Potential Limitations to High Quality Protein 
The production of high quality protein within developing soybean seeds seems rather 
straightforward. More sulfur amino acids must be incorporated into soybean storage 
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proteins. It is important to increase the ratio of met + cys relative to other amino acids in 
protein. To do this a greater proportion of the high quality proteins must be expressed during 
seed development. But, what is limiting the production of high quality soybean storage 
proteins? There are a number of obstructions in S metabolism that may limit the production 
of high quality soybean protein. These include: soil S supply, sulfate uptake capacity, sulfate 
reduction, intra-plant S transport, as well as protein synthesis with the seed. 
Soil S fertility and fertilization 
Despite sulfiir's essentiality for plant development, nutrition researchers have paid 
only modest attention to it in the past few decades. This has been primarily due to sulfur's 
relative abundance in most soils. In the past, available soil S pools were often recharged 
indirectly through the application of manure or N and P fertilizers as S salts. Also, 
atmospheric deposition of S compounds through pollution from combustion of high-S coal, 
acted to replace the large amount of S removed from soil in harvested crops. This may be 
changing, however. Pollution-derived S deposition has and will continue to decline due to a 
worldwide effort to curb acid rain and other pollution problems. In addition, there has been 
long term trend for usage of high analysis N and K fertilizers containing no or little S, while 
fewer crop management plans include application of animal waste. For these reasons, S 
deficiencies are starting to become evident across most of North America (Lamond, Kansas 
State University Extension Service bulletin MF-2264). Perhaps S fertilization may again 
become widespread, especially with a heightened awareness of seed protein quality. 
Soybean seed yield seems to be little affected by S fertilization except under very 
sulfur deficient conditions. Application of 20 kg ha"' S on fields previously containing only 
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18 kg ha"' extractable S induced a 28.6% increase in soybean yield (Agrawal and Mishra, 
1994). Chandel et al. (1989) found a smaller, but significant yield increase with an 
amendment of 30 kg ha"' S on soil containing 8 mg kg"' S. Singh and Singh (1995) increased 
yield slightly with the application of 30 kg ha"' S on soils with 18 kg ha"' available S. 
In a greenhouse pot study, a five-fold seed yield increase was the result of a 
corresponding increase in available S per plant from less than 15 to more than 60 mg S 
plant"' (Sexton et aL, 1998a). In a field study however, they reponed no increase in seed 
yield with addition of 60 kg ha"' S to the lowest-S soil type in Iowa (Sexton et al, 1998a). 
Three other studies on North American soils (Ham et aL, 1975; Brown et aL, 1981; and 
Sweeney and Grande, 1993), found soil sulfur fertilization to have no, or a variable, effect on 
soybean seed yield. 
Whole-plant S concentration and N/S ratios seem to be more responsive to S 
fertilization than does seed yield. Agrawal and Mishra (1994), Gains and Phatak (1982), and 
Sweeny and Granade (1993) all found fertilization to increase leaf and whole-plant S 
concentration, and to decrease N/S ratios. Gaines and Phatak (1982) fractionated N and S 
compounds and determined that protein-S levels responded first to additional S when S was 
scarce. Nonprotein-S accumulated in the plant only as protein levels plateauexl. Although 
the total-N to total-S ratio fell nearly in half through S fertilization, the protein-N to protein-S 
ratio did not change. Across S fertilization treatments (from severe S-deficiency to 
sufficiency), Sexton et aL (1998a) found S accrual to climb through higher levels of S 
fertilization than did N or dry matter accruaL They found the S accrual rate in shoot tissue to 
increase 84% across treatments of 37 to 62 mg S available plant"\ while that of N and dry 
matter increased only 24 and 3%, respectively. It appeared that S was limiting protein 
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production at only very low fertilization levels, while at higher S levels, the plants began to 
accumulate S04'^. Stems and roots were the major organs for S04'^ storage in their studies 
(Sexton et al., 1998a). 
In terms of yield potential, Iowa soils contain enough available S to meet the needs of 
most crops according to Widdowson and Hanway (1974). Across soils, S04'^-S values 
ranged from around 2 to 10 mg kg"' (Widdowson and Hanway, 1974; Ajawa and Tabatabi, 
1993). Brown and Kellogg (1915) reponed a similar range. 
Sulfur uptake 
Plants must first obtain S from their environment before they can utilize it in protein 
synthesis. Plants take up S primarily as inorganic S04'^ from the soil by cotransport through 
root cell plasma membranes with protons (reviewed by Anderson, 1990). Sulfate uptake by 
the vacuoles, across the tonoplast, also seems to be an active system, and results in more 
stably acquired S. Uptake across these membranes may involve both a high-affinity and a 
nonsaturating sulfate uptake system, with the former being regulated by 804'", cysteine, or 
cystine (Datko and Mudd, 1984a, b). An Arabidopsis 804"^ transporter gene, AST68, is 
induced by sulfate starvation (Takahashi et al., 1997). Its steady-state mRNA abundance 
increases by nine-fold from 2 days of S starvation. The sulfur status of the plant may be 
indicated to the uptake mechanism by way of glutathione (Herschbach and Rennenberg, 
1994; Lapparient and Touraine, 1996; 1997). Glutathione produced in the leaves seems to be 
the signal for S status to the roots, because flap-feeding GSH to a mature leaf inhibits net 
uptake of 864"^ (Herschbach and Rennenberg, 1994). Lapparient and Touraine (1996, 1997) 
hypothesized that GSH is the phloem translocated message to canola (Brasica napus L.) 
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roots from leaves to repress S04'^ uptake. Clarkson et al. (1989) indicate that there may be 
co-regulation of NOa" and S04'^ uptake. 
Sulfur assimilation 
Sulfate activation 
Because of sulfate's chemical stability, it must first be activated before it can be 
reduced. This is accomplished through a reaction catalyzed by ATP-sulfurylase (ATP-Sase) 
to produce adenosine 5'-phophosulfonate (APS) from S04'^ and ATP (Anderson, 1990). 
This kinetically unfavorable reaction must be pulled forward by rapid consumption of APS, 
by initiating S reduction, or through a second ATP-dependant activation to produce 3'-
phophoadeinosine 5' phosphosulfonate (PAPS) catalyzed by APS-kinase (Brunold and 
Rennenberg, 1997). Because of ATP-Sase's position as the initial enzyme in S04'^ 
metabolism, and due to its enzyme kinetics, it is often examined for rate and pathway 
regulation in S reduction. The enzyme ATP-Sase is found predominantly in leaf chloroplasts 
near a ready ATP supply (Brunold, 1990; Renosto et al., 1993); however, it can also be found 
in root cytoplasms (Leustek, 1996; Lappartient and Touraine, 1997) were ATP is generally 
not considered to be in excess. Root ATP-Sase in Brassica napus is inhibited by GHS 
(Lappartient and Touraine, 1997). Perhaps this enzyme's redundancy is important under 
conditions where sulfur is in great demand. 
Developing seeds may also play an important role in S04'^ reduction. When the 
contribution of individual plant organs toward total plant ATP sulfurylase activity was 
quantified in soybean (Sexton and Shibles 1998), ca. 50% of total shoot's ATP sulfurylase 
activity was foimd in the rapidly developing seeds. Leaves contributed only about 30 to 
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40%, while stems and pods each contained about 10% of the plant's total ATP sulfiirylase 
activity. 
Sulfur reduction 
The reduction of inorganic S04'^ to organic forms (namely met and cys) may be 
another limiting factor in the production of high quality protein in soybean. The bulk of the 
sulfate taken up by the plants is reduced to sulfide and then incorporated into cys (Leustek, 
1996). Sulfur is transported principally as S04'^ to the chloroplasts in expanding leaves for 
reduction (Anderson, 1990; Brunold, 1990). 
Sulfate reduction in plants has long been described by two separate possible 
pathways, an "APS-bound" and a "PAPS-free" pathway. The bound pathway begins with 
APS, which passes S04'^ to a bound thiosulfate (R-S-SO3) intermediate compound. 
Glutathione (GSH) or homoglutathione (hOSH) has been implicated as the carrier compound, 
but evidence of this as the intermediate acceptor is scarce (Anderson, 1990). 
The "PAPS-free" pathway involves sulfur reduction by a pathway identical to that 
found in bacteria and fungi (Marzluf, 1994). In this scheme, sulfur enters as PAPS, and 
PAPS reductase catalyzes its reduction with the release of 3' phophoadenosine 5' phosphate 
(PAP) and sulfite. The free sulfite is then reduced by sulfite reductase to sulfide in a 
ferredoxin-dependant manner (Hell, 1997). 
The difficulty in studying biochemical reactions involving thiol compounds has 
created some controversy relative to defining higher plant S reduction pathways. 
Contradictory results of experiments trying to finger the dominance of one pathway over 
another may be partly explained by the potential existence of a third reduction pathway. This 
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intermediate, APS-dependant pathway may involve free sulfite, and may demonstrate a 
distinct or a combination of other pathways (Hell, 1997). 
In this model, activated sulfate would be present in an equilibrium that is dependant 
on the combined activities of ATP-sulfurylase and APS-kinase. The enzyme 3'(2'),5'-
diphosphonucleoside 3'(2') phosphohydrolase (DPNPase) could allow formation of APS 
from PAPS as APS is removed by APS-reductase. The free sulfite could them be reduced by 
sulfite reductase (Hell, 1997). 
Regulation of S04'^ reduction seems to vary slightly from system to system studied, 
but some generalities may be given. ATP-sulfurylase does not appear to be under tight 
control by its substrates or products, though its activity may increase somewhat under sulfur 
stress. Alternatively, APS sulfotransferase appears to be severely suppressed by cysteine in 
several systems, though it does not have any effect on the enzyme in vivo. Sulfate starvation 
seems to increase its activity, while H2S inhibits (Anderson, 1990). 
An APS reductase (APS-free pathway) gene, APRl from Arabidopsis, was found to 
be induced by S stress by Takahashi et al. (1997). They found the steady-state mRNA 
abundances to increase by ca. two- and five-fold in leaves and roots, respectively, from 2 
days of S stress. Nitrogen stress seems to severely repress ATP sulfiirylase activity in 
tobacco (Nicotina tobaccum) while nitrate reductase activity was repressed by low S 
concentrations (Reuveny and Filner, 1977). Low concentrations of NO3' decreased the 
specific activity of ATP sulfiirylase, APS sulfotransferase, and nitrate reductase in Lemna 
(Brunold and Suter, 1984), while APS sulfotransferase increased in specific activity 50 to 
100% (over NO3" levels) upon addition of reduced N as NHa"^. 
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Formation of cysteine from sulfide 
The pinnacle biochemical event in sulfur assimilation is the production of cysteine 
from serine and sulfide. This appears to be essentially the sole path of sulfur incorporation 
into organic plant material (Schmidt and Jager, 1992). 0-acetyl serine (OAS) is combined 
with sulfide, with the help of 0-acetyl serine (thiol) lyase (OAS-TL), to form cysteine. 
Serine acetyl transferase (SAT) catalyzes the formation of OAS from serine and acetyl-CoA 
(Saito et al., 1995). Serine acetyl transferase and OAS-TL are often found complexed to 
form the enzyme known as cysteine synthase (Ruffet et al. 1994). 
Ruffet et al. (1994) found OAS-TL activities to be 300-400% of SAT activities, 
indicating that OAS availability may limit cysteine production. Saito et al. (1994) supported 
this finding in an experiment involving tobacco overexpressing OAS-TL. Stimulation of 
cysteine synthesis by sulfate or sulfite was OAS dependant. Takahashi et al. (1997) found an 
Arabidopsis SAT gene to be induced by S stress. Steady-state mRNA transcript abundances 
of SATl increased two-fold in leaves and three-and-a-half-fold in roots upon a 2 day S stress. 
Serine acetyl transferase may be the regulator of cysteine synthase, as it is 
allosterically inhibited by cysteine (Saito et al., 1995), and induction of SAT by S stress may 
produce the OAS required for cysteine synthesis (Takahashi et aL, 1997). Alternatively, 
cysteine synthase activity is depressed by nitrogen stress. Takahashi and Saito (1996) found 
mRNA levels of one isoform of cysteine synthase (CysC) to increase five-fold under 
combined N and S deficiency, while sulfur starvation had a much smaller effect (one to one-
and-a-half-fold). 
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Synthesis of other reduced sulfur compounds 
Glutathione synthesis 
Perhaps due to the reactivity of cysteine's sulfhydryl group, plants tend to maintain 
very low levels of free cys (Lappartient and Touraine, 1996). For transport, cysteine allies 
itself with glycine and glutaraate to stabilize its slufhydryl group. In fact, glutathione (y-glu-
cys-gly), or one of its analogs, is the principal transport form of reduced-S (Rennenberg et 
al., 1979; Lappartient and Touraine, 1996; 1997). Glutathione has also been found to be the 
principle free, low molecular weight thiol in plants (Buwalda et al., 1988), and may be the 
primary phloem-transported message to roots to provide information about leaf nutritional 
status to roots in the control of root uptake and ATP-Sase activity (Lappartient and Touraine, 
1997). 
Glutathione is also important in plant responses to stress (Rennenberg, 1995). 
Glutathione has been found to be important in the detoxification of heavy metals such as 
cadmium (Howden et al., 1995) and mercury (Argrawal et al., 1992). Resistance to 
herbicides can be conveyed through induction of GSH synthesis triggered by safeners (Fargo 
and Brunold, 1990). Glutathione acts in herbicide detoxification and safener function by a 
conjugation reaction mediated by glutathione S-transferase (Fargo et aL, 1994). Glutathione 
is important for its role in plant pathogen interactions and xenobiotic and oxidative stresses 
(Rennenberg and Brunold, 1994). Glutathione may also act as a transient storage compound 
for excess reduced-S (Buwalda et aL, 1990). 
Glutathione is produced in a straightforward, two step enzymatic reaction 
(Rennenberg, 1995). First, glutamate and cysteine are joined to form y-glutamyl cysteine, in 
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an ATP dependant manner. Glycine is then added to y-glutarayl cysteine's C-terminal site to 
yield glutathione. Again, this reduction is dependent on ATP and it is catalyzed by 
glutathione synthetase. 
Many legumes use a homologous tripeptide in a similar manner as other plants use 
GSH. Price (1957) first detected homoglutathione (y glu-cys-ala) in several legumes. More 
recently Klapheck (1988) examined the ratios of GSH and hGSH in 13 legume species. He 
found wide variations between species and some variation between tissues within species; 
however, soybean was found to use hGSH almost exclusively. Homoglutathione is a major 
player in S transpon to developing seed of mung bean (Vigna radiata (L.)) (MacNichol and 
Bergmann, 1984). 
A definite pathway for glutathione degradation in plants has not been established 
(Bergmann and Rennenberg, 1993); however, it is believed that a y-glutamyl transpeptidase 
first removes the y-glutamyl moity hydrolytically. Glycine and cysteine can then be 
hydrolysed by a dipeptidase (Bergmann and Rennenberg, 1993). 
Methionine biosvnthesis 
Unlike yeast, bacteria and plants cannot produce met directly and must produce it 
from cys (Kim and Leustek, 1996). This three-step process begins with the condensation of 
(9-phospho-L-horaoserine (OPH) and cys forming cystathione, water and Pi, and is catalyzed 
by cystathione y-synthase (CGS) (Ravanel et al., 1995; Kim and Leustek, 1996). Next, 
cystathione is cleaved by cystathione P-lyase to form L-homocysteine, pyruvate, and 
ammonia (Droux et aL, 1995). Methionine is then formed by methylation of homocysteine 
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by methionine sythase. This enzyme uses raethyltetrahydrofolate (N^-THFA) as a methyl 
donor and operates in a vitarain-Bn independent manner (Eichel et al., 1995). 
Sulfur storage 
Sulfate taken up by plants can be stored as S04'^ predominantly in vacuoles (Cram, 
1990) or reduced to organic forms of sulfur that are distributed throughout the cell. 
Anderson (1990) reviewed the approximate contribution of various forms of S to the total 
plant-S pool. He stated that ca. 70% of a plant's organic-S is associated with met and cys in 
protein, while very little is associated with sulfolipids. The other 30% is almost entirely 
found in soluble amino acids and peptides, where glutathione predominates by far. 
Glutathione is present at levels of eight- to twenty-fold higher than other soluble sulfur 
compounds such as S-adenosyl methionine (SAM), S-methylmethionine, free methionine, 
and free cysteine (Anderson, 1990) 
Using Lemna (Lenma minor L.) grown over a 3,000 fold range of root supplied S04'', 
Datko et al. (1978) found the concentrations of all sulfur compounds to be very stable except 
for 804'^. Sulfate increased about 30-fold over this range, while total soluble S amino acids 
increased by a mere 1.5 to 2.0-foId. The latter was due almost entirely to an increase in 
glutathione. They found protein-cys and protein-met to be the predominant organic sulfur 
compounds in their system, and the concentrations of these compounds remained relatively 
constant across S04'^ levels (Datko et al, 1978). 
Additionally, a third form of S may be stored. Joyard et aL (1988) found elemental S 
to accumulate in spinach (Spinacia oleracea L.) chloroplasts. They concluded that this S was 
formed by oxidation of sulfide. Similarly, Krauss et aL (1984) found elemental S in 
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Chlorella fusca, and concluded that this S came from oxidation of sulfide derived from 
cysteine. 
Transport of stored S 
Another possible resistance to the attainment of high quality seed protein in soybean 
may involve the transport of sulfur compounds to the seed, and the timing of this movement. 
Transport raay involve the movement of any sulfur compound within the plant to a point of 
processing (reduction or metabolism). Sulfur transport may be regulated spatially and 
temporally in the plant. Light stimulates the transport of sulfate from rooting solution to 
leaves in soybean, but light does not increase sulfate uptake by detached roots (Smith and 
Cheema, 1985). As S04'^ moves principally in the xylem from roots to leaves (Smith and 
Lang, 1988) it follows that S04'^ would simply follow the transpiration stream; however, 
they found soybean to transport sulfate to leaves in a manner that was unrelated to the 
transpiration status of a leaf. In fact, 90% of the newly acquired S was found in one or two 
of the most recently developed leaves. Smith and Lang (1988) concluded that S04"^ 
delivered to mature leaves by the transpiration stream is quickly exported via the phloem to 
expanding leaves. In addition, they found greater than 90% of the S transported in the 
phloem to be in the inorganic form. 
Sulfur-amino acids and glutathione can also be phloem transported (Rennenberg et 
al., 1979). In fact, (h)GSH seems to be the major form of reduced S compound transported 
(Rennenberg et aL, 1979: MacNichol and Bergmann, 1984; Hershbach and Rennenberg, 
1995; Sunarpi and Anderson, 1997d). The soluble met concentration is spatially and 
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temporally regulated in Arabidopsis, however. This suggests that soluble met is transported 
to reproductive organs from source tissues during seed-set (Inaba et al., 1994). 
Cram (1990) stated that, although 804'^ seems to be easily mobilized from roots and 
stems older leaves tend to retain 804'^ and hinder its mobilization to S sinks. Roots turn over 
sulfate 5 to 7 times faster than leaves (Cram, 1990). It appears that vacuoles of roots and 
leaves have very different 804'" export characteristics (Bell et al., 1990). Loss of 804"^ from 
leaves may be limited by slow vacuolar turnover of 804"^ in mature leaves (Bell et al., 1994). 
Similarly, mobilization of reduced sulfur compounds from leaves and other 
vegetative tissues to seed during seed filling may also pose a limitation to seed growth. 
Developing soybean seeds put a large demand on the plant's vegetative tissues for reduced 
N. Soybean mobilizes 66 to 19% of its vegetative N (Vasilas et al., 1995), and about half of 
the soybean seed's N seems derived from mobilized-N (Hanway and Weber, 1971; Loberg et 
al, 1984; Imsande and Edwards, 1988). Similarly, developing soybean seeds may require 
mobilized reduced-8 for protein production as well (Sunarpi and Anderson, 1997c; and 
Sexton et al., 1998a). Sulfur, however, may not be mobilized from vegetative tissues with 
the same efficiency as is N (Sexton et aL, 1998a). 
Stem infusions of met during seed filling (Grabau et al., 1986) demonstrated that 
soybean is able to utilize exogenously supplied met to produce seed with 23 and 31% 
increases in met and cys concentrations, respectively. Grabau et al.'s work demonstrates that 
soybean seed protein quality may be limited by the supply of reduced-8 during seed fill. 
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Senescence and nutrient stress effects on N and S mobilization 
Senescence 
Plant stresses due to nutrient availability in crop species are often most evident late in 
their life cycle during their reproductive phase of development. This is due to the combined 
effects of a greater demand by developing seeds and a decreased allocation of nutrients by 
roots. Nutrient uptake by root declines due to a decreased carbohydrate supply from 
increased sink competition with developing seed (Shibles et al., 1975; Marschner, 1995). 
Nitrogen fixation in legumes declines at this lime for the same reason (Harper, 1975). In 
addition, plants grown on soils with marginal nutrient availability will have depleted soil 
borne nutrient resources by the late growing season. 
The combined effects of a reduced uptake and increased usage during seed growth 
cause plants to rely heavily on nutrients stored in vegetative tissues. The rapid mobilization 
of highly mobile nutrients, such as N and P, from leaves and subsequent loss of 
photosynthetic activity cause vegetative tissues to appear to be "self-destructing", through 
nutrient removal and mobilization to seed (Nooden, 1988) 
Senescence, although closely linked to the development of reproductive structures 
(Lindoo and Nooden, 1977), is actually a preprogrammed process that ultimately causes the 
death of an organism or any part thereof (Nooden and Leopold, 1978). In soybean, 
developing seeds bring about the plant's death, late in pod fill, though a senescence signal 
(Lindoo and Nooden, 1977). This hormonal signal is thought to be cytokinin based and is 
targeted primarily to leaves. It allows the redistribution (mobilization) of minerals stored 
within the senescing organ (Van Staden et aL, 1988). Cytokinins are also involved in 
partitioning of newly acquired nutrients in addition to the redistribution of previously 
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acquired ones. They have been implicated in regulating many processes in mobilization 
including breakdown and release of compounds and phloem loading (Van Staden et al., 
1988). Endopepsidase activities have been shown to increase in senescing Zea mays L. 
leaves (Feller, et al., 1977). 
Although phloem-mobile nutrients are mobilized to seed during senescence, 
withdrawal of these from the leaves is neither essential for seed development nor the ultimate 
cause of senescence itself (Nooden, 1988). Gianfagna and Davies (1981) have demonstrated 
that nutrient demand of developing pea seeds does not, in itself, cause leaf senescence. 
Hayati et aL (1996) supported this finding while examining soybean. They found seeds to be 
able to accumulate N-free dry matter, and only require a very small amount of N to maintain 
synthetic enzymes for this dry matter accumulation. Foliar applications of N, P, or K to field 
grown soybean failed to inhibit the withdrawal of N from leaves during senescence (Sesay 
and Shibles, 1980). 
Mobilization and nutrient stress 
Nitrogen stress has been demonstrated to induce a mobilization of nitrogen, through 
the action of increased protein hydrolytic activity and amino acid export from developed 
leaves of cereal grasses (Mei and Thimman, 1984; Guitmann et aL, 1991). This plant 
response is similar to that shown by senescing leaves (Feller, 1977). Protease activity in 
leaves by either mechanism allows the release of amino acids including met and cys. 
Low N nutrition (stress) enhances the mobilization of S from leaves near full 
expansion, while high N levels inhibit S export from mature leaves (Sunarpi and Anderson, 
1997a, d). Soybean leaves mobilize S in two distinct stages. The first involves the loss of 
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ethanol-soluble S, mostly in the form of S04'^ and hGSH. These soluble S compounds will 
be mobilized from plants at all levels of N nutrition, but the rate is increased at low N. The 
second stage of S mobilization from leaves involves loss of S from the ethanol-insoluble 
pool. This loss of S accompanies a loss in insoluble-N, and does not occur in leaves grown 
under high N conditions (Sunarpi and Anderson, 1997a, d). This implies that S mobilization 
is occurring by a proteolytic event triggered by N stress, and it involves the expon of organic 
N and S (as amino acids). 
Of leaves mobilizing insoluble-S, proportionately more insoluble N than insoluble S 
was mobilized (Sunarpi and Anderson, 1997a, d), implying a preferential mobilization of low 
S containing proteins. Rubisco's high concentration in leaves, its relative stability prior to 
senescence, and its rapid loss during senescence have caused many to consider it to play 
some role as a vegetative storage protein (Kleinkopf et al., 1970; Friedrich and Huffaker, 
1981). Because Rubisco loss during senescence is a result of a declining mRNA (Jiang et al., 
1988), its loss represents a decUne in re-synthesis of this short-lived protein. Friedrich and 
Huffaker (1981) found 85% of the "soluble" protein lost from barley leaves during 
senescence to be Rubisco. Friedrich and Huffaker (1981) and Peoples and Dalling (1988) 
felt that Rubisco is the largest source of N available for remobilization. From its amino acid 
composition (5.4 % S-amino acid residues, from Gingrich and Hallick, (1985) and Berry-
Lowe et aL (1982)) it is presumed that it may be a primary source of reduced-S as well. 
While investigating S stress effects on soybean Rubisco content and photosynthetic 
rate. Sexton, et aL (1997) found S stress to cause a parallel decline in leaf N and S 
concentrations. In addition, they found a preferential loss of Rubisco, falling from 50 to 10% 
of the soluble protein fraction. Ferreira and Teixeira (1992) examined plant stresses in 
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Lemna that may cause a premature degradation of Rubisco. They found no evidence of 
Rubisco degradation when Lemna was subjected to incubation in either darkness or in the 
lack of N. When Lemna was incubated in the absence of S, there was a rapid degradation of 
Rubisco that went nearly to completion. In fact, there was a preferential degradation of 
Rubisco under these conditions. 
The authors estimated that Rubisco's high met + cys content (Kawashima and 
Wildman, 1970) creates a 50 ntiM concentration of met + cys in Lemna chloroplasts (Ferreira 
and Teixeira, 1992). This indicates that Rubisco would be valuable to the plant in S storage. 
These results support the thoughts of Sunarpi and Anderson (1997b) that nutrient stress may 
cause a selective degradation of specific proteins as seen by Guiaraet et aL (1997) and in 
senescence under non-stressed conditions (Brady, 1988). 
Nitrogen stress in soybean may cause the preferential proteolysis of low-S containing 
leaf proteins (non-Rubisco proteins), while the degradation of Rubisco may require a sulfur 
deficiency. Sunarpi and Anderson (1997b), however, found no evidence of increased S 
mobilization from older to younger leaves due to S stress. 
Sexton et aL (1998a) found N to be linearly related to S in leaves and pods, though N 
and S were being mobilized to seed. While N and S were linearly related across levels of S 
deficiencies in leaves, pods showed larger slopes in this relation under more severe S 
stresses. Roots and stems did not exhibit the same trend across S treatments, which was 
explained by high S04"^ levels in these tissues at higher S fertilization levels (Sexton et aL, 
1998a). 
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Sulfate stored in vegetative tissue would be an easily exploitable S source during seed 
development; however, mature leaves of Macroptilium atropurpureum have been shown to 
retain stored S04'^ (Bellet aL, 1995). Even under S stress, mature leaves seem to retain 
S04'^ (Janzen and Bettany 1984; Adiputra and Anderson, 1995; Sunarpi and Anderson, 
1997b). Previously, they (Bell et al., 1994) found S04'^ to be exchanged very slowly across 
the vacuolar tonoplasts. Cystolic S04'^ is quickly exported from these leaves, however (Bell 
et al., 1995). Vacuolar 804'^ turns over slowly with cystolic S (Herschbach and Rennenberg, 
1996), and rate constants for 804"^ exchange across leaf vacuolar tonoplasts are at least two 
orders of magnitude greater than that found in whole-leaf cell populations (Bell et al., 1994). 
Loss of 804"^ from leaves may be limited by vacuoles, and these vacuoles may act as a 
physical storage house for 804'^ that is released very slowly, if at all. 
8unarpi and Anderson (1997c) also found pod 804'^ levels to drop rapidly at the 
begirming of seed enlargement. They implicated pods as being imponant in 8 storage. 
Though sulfur compounds were not examined, Thome (1979) found soybean pods to be 
important for storage and redistribution of starch, reducing sugars, and nitrogenous materials. 
Pods of a double low (for seed glucosinolates) variety of oilseed rape {Brassica napus L.) 
accumulate large amounts of 8 as 804'^ during seed development (Zhao et al, 1993). This is 
apparently caused by an inability of the pods to produce glucosinolates for transport to the 
seed in this variety. Pods play a large role in 8 metabolism and 8 storage for the developing 
seed in oilseed rape. Sunarpi and Anderson (1997c) implied that soybean pods were 
reducing this 8 to hGSH for export to the seed. They could not, however, rule out the 
possibility that pods export 804'^ to seeds where it is reduced within the cotyledons. 
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They (Sunarpi and Anderson, 1997d) also found a small increase in soluble-S in 
leaves that were mobilizing insoluble-S. Most of this increased soluble-S appeared in the 
form of hGSH, prompting the authors to suggest that organic-S is metabolized to hGSH for S 
export. Homoglutathione is the major form of S transported to the seeds (Macnichol and 
Elandall, 1987). Smith and Lang (1988), however, stated that greater than 90% of the S 
transported in phloem is in the S04'^ form, and GSH transport from older to younger leaves 
is not important. 
Utilization of S witiiin tiie seed 
Regulation of seed storage protein expression though S nutrition 
As mentioned earlier, soybean storage proteins contain varying amounts of S-amino 
acids. The glycinin (US) proteins contain from 3 to 4.5 raol % S-amino acids (Nielson et al., 
1989; Fukushiraa, 1991), while the P-subunit of P-conglycinin (7S) contains essentially no S-
araino acids (Thanh and Shibasaki, 1977). Supply of sulfur compounds to the seed seems to 
be important in determining the extent of the accumulation of these proteins, and thus the 
protein quality of the seed. 
Sulfur deficiency in soybean can depress the accumulation of the 1 IS proteins by 
40% (Gayler and Sykes, 1985); whereas, the P-subunit was found to accumulate to levels 
three-fold greater than those seen in plants fed sufficient sulfur. Methionine also seems to 
play a role in gene regulation of storage protein genes, because soybean cotyledons that have 
been cultured in a met-supplemented medium contain no p-subunit and have a high 
concentration of US protein (Holowach et aL, 1984a; b; 1986; Thompson et aL, 1984; 
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Thompson and Madison, 1990; Horta and Sdek, 1997). These effects have been verified by 
expressing soybean seed storage protein genes in trangenic Arabidopsis (Hirai et al, 1995), 
and Petunia hybrida (Naito et aL, 1988; Fujiwara et aL, 1992;). 
Nitrogen also plays a role in the regulation of storage protein expression in soybean 
seed. Paek et al. (1997) found nitrogen deficiency (here administered by allowing soybean to 
use Na fixation as its sole source of N) to reduce the total quantity of each subunit of both 
glycinin and P-conglycinin. The reduction in accumulation of these proteins was not 
uniform, however. There was a drastic reduction in the relative abundance of the P-subunit 
found in mature seeds. Alternately, there was an increase in the relative abundance of 
glycinin subunits. Although the total seed protein concentration was reduced, the quality of 
the protein increased. 
Conversely, soybean seed protein concentration was found to increase as nitrate was 
incrementally substituted for ammonium in the nutrient solution (Paek et al., 1997). In this 
scenario, as the total protein concentration increased in the seed, the P-subunit came to make 
up a large portion of the total storage protein content. In fact, the increased seed protein 
levels of plants fed ammonium was due almost entirely to the P subunit, as glycinin's 
contribution to total seed dry weight remained unchanged. 
Ohtake et aL (1996) found a similar repression of P-subunit mRNA accumulation in a 
field-grown, non-nodulating, soybean when compared with its nodulating sister isoline. 
When 5 mM nitrate was supplied to both lines in the greenhouse, the authors noted a similar 
storage protein pattern in both nodulating and non-nodulating lines. Ten mM nitrate 
increased p-subunit protein accumulation in both Unes, while 2 mM nitrate 
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disproportionately decreased P-subunit levels in the non-nodulating line. A similar 
phenomenon was noted in barley where a sulfur poor storage protein increased at a greater 
rate than a sulfur-rich protein with increasing seed protein concentration (Giese et aL, 1983; 
Giese and Hopp, 1984). 
Paek et al. (1997) speculated that inability of the soybean seed to increase glycinin 
concentrations in parallel with P-conglycinin, may be due to a limitation in S availability to 
the developing seed. Increased protein production in the seed through increased nitrogen 
availability may dilute the otherwise high quality glycinin proteins by production of the (5 
subunit, if S supply is not increased concurrently. 
Genetic limitations within the seed 
Although S supply to the seed seems to be important in the expression of various 
storage proteins, it is not beyond comprehension that the mother plant is supplying the 
developing seed with all of the proper ingredients to produce large amounts of high quality 
proteins, but the seed just cannot produce enough proteins containing high concentrations of 
met and cys. Sexton et aL (1998b) noted soybean seeds to accumulate 10-20% of their 
storage proteins as the (J-subunit, even in high sulfur environments. The production of this 
low quality (and highly regulated) protein under conditions of apparent excess S, indicates 
that a sink limitation to S-amino acids in the seed may exist. Similarly, Hayati et al. (1996) 
proposed that soybean seed protein is determined by genetics within the developing seed 
itself, and is not regulated by supply of N from the mother plant. 
From an evolutionary standpoint, there may not be a need to produce seed with a high 
met + cys content if developing seedlings could easily extract sulfiir from the topsoil for 
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growth. Scott et al. (1991) argue that the genetics of the developing seed itself is limiting 
seed protein quality. They believe that the native seed storage protein genes simply do not 
code for enough cys + met residues in the mature protein. Their approach to this problem is 
to insert S-amino acids into glycinin. They were studying the hypervariable regions of these 
genes in order to find locations for the addition of methionine residues into native proteins by 
insertion of natural oUgonuclotides rich in cys and met or by introduction of point mutations 
by site-directed mutagenisis (Scott et al., 1991). Recent publications from this lab do not 
follow-up on this research. 
Other methods of increasing the quality of soybean seed might include the following: 
increasing the level of the high quality glycinins (Paek et al., 1997), blocking the synthesis of 
the sulfur devoid P subunit of |3-conglycinin (Wilson, 1987), overexpressing high quality, 
low molecular weight, methionine rich, native proteins (Kho and DeLumen, 1988; Revilleza 
et al., 1996; DeLumen, 1997), or promoting the synthesis of a foreign, high quality protein 
such as the Brazil nut 2S protein (Denis et al, 1996; Nordlee et al 1996). 
Jung et aL (1997) recently reported on soybean seed sulfur and storage protein 
concentration of soybean expressing the sulfur-rich Brazil nut protein. While the Brazil nut 
protein accumulated to greater than 10% of the seed's protein, inducing a 50 % increase in 
seed met content, its expression affected the expression of endogenous proteins. Most 
notably, the seed's sulfur-devoid P-subunit composition increased from 5 to 30%. The Brazil 
nut protein seemed to be made at the expense of endogenous, high S-containing proteins such 
as the glycinins. They (Jung et aL, 1997) also found these negative effects could be reversed 
when seeds were cultured in vitro with supplemental met. This indicates that met supply 
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within the seed may be the ultimate restriction to the attainment of high concentrations of 
high quality protein in soybean (Jung et al., 1997). 
Results seem to vary relative to species when high quality foreign genes are 
expressed in pulse crops. Tabe et al. (1997) and Molvig et al. (1997) introduced a high S-
amino acid containing sunflower seed albumin protein to lupin {Lupinus spp.), pea, and 
chickpea {Cicer arietinum). Transgenic lupin seeds exhibited a met concentration increase of 
approximately 100% without a concurrent increase in cys indicating an effect on endogenous 
protein expression (Molvig et al., 1997). Transgenic peas and chickpeas showed an 
increased total protein content, but the resulting protein was not enriched in met or cys, again 
indicating a change in the expression of endogenous proteins (Tabe et al., 1997). 
Thoughts on protein expression 
Although the P-subunit contributes to reducing the overall quality of the seed protein, 
perhaps it may be best thought of as an indicator of poor S supply to the seed, rather than the 
cause of the lowered protein quality. The production of the (3-subunit appears to act as a 
survival mechanism whereby the seed is enabled to store protein even under S-limiting 
conditions. When S is limiting, rather than arresting storage protein production, the seed is 
able to simply produce a protein that requires no S. The restriction of S supply to the seed 
seems greatest near the end of seed growth, as this time period corresponds to that of the p-
subunit accumulation, under most conditions. 
The variable expression of the p-subunit across environments, treatments, and 
genotypes (including transgenics) seems to indicate that the restriction to increased S-amino 
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acid production in the seed is not simply a result of restraints to protein synthesis within the 
seed itself, but is a result of limitations in the availability of cys, met, or other reduced-S 
compounds to the developing cotyledon. This may be due to restrictions on S accumulation 
in vegetative tissues before rapid seed growth, S mobilization, and/or the rate or duration of 
504'^ reduction in vegetative or seed tissue. 
In this dissertation I present the results of research undertaken to better understand 
potential limitations to die attainment of high quality soybean seed protein. These focus 
specifically on the resistance to S-amino acid accumulation in seed protein due to restrictions 
on mobilization of sulfur from vegetative to seed tissue during reproductive development. 
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DISTRIBUTION AND MOBILIZATION OF SULFUR 
DURING SOYBEAN REPRODUCTION 
I. TIME OF S ACQUISITION ON STORAGE 
AND MOBILIZATION TO DEVELOPING SEED 
A paper to be submitted to Crop Science 
Seth L. Naeve and Richard Shibles 
Introduction 
Soybean {Glycine max [L.] Merr.) seed is an important source of dietary protein for 
humans and livestock; however, its protein contains low concentrations of the essential 
amino acids methionine and cysteine (Food and Agricultural OrganizationAVorld Health 
Organization, 1989). The accumulation of the sulfiir-araino acids, methionine (met) and 
cysteine (cys), in the seed of soybean may be limited by the supply of these or other reduced 
sulfur compounds to the developing seed by the mother plant, or the reduction of sulfate in 
the seed itself. Because met is a strong inhibitor of the sulfiir-poor P-subunit of the |3-
conglycinin protein (Naito et aL, 1988; Fujiwara, et aL, 1992; Hirai et al., 1995), the 
accumulation of this storage protein late in seed development (Gayler and Sykes, 1985) may 
indicate a shortage of reduced sulfur compounds available to the seed. 
Seed protein production puts a large demand on the soybean's vegetative tissues for 
mobilization of stored nitrogen (N) (Sinclair and DeWitt, 1975; Shibles and Sundberg, 1998) 
and sulfur (S). Thirty to one hundred percent of the seed's N comes from mobilized N in 
soybean (Zeiher et aL, 1982; Egli et aL, 1983). Soybean seed-N is composed of 
approximately one-half mobilized N under normal field growth conditions (Hanway and 
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Weber, 1971; Loberg et al, 1984; Irasande and Edwards, 1988), whereas soybean mobilizes 
66 to 79% of its vegetative-N (Vasilas et al., 1995). 
Because met and cys make up 90% of the S in most plants (AUaway and Thompson, 
1966). and most N is in the amino form (Henry et aL, 1992; Marschner, 1995), one might 
speculate that vegetative-S storage and mobilization may be similar to that of N. As N is 
scavenged from protein in vegetative tissue (Feller et al., 1977; Peoples and Dalling, 1988), 
S-amino acids would likely be released and available for mobilization. Little published work 
has focused on S mobilization, however. 
Soybean leaf-S concentration declines during seed filling (Sweeney and Granade, 
1993; Fantanive et al., 1996; Sexton et aL, 1998a), as does the N/S ratio (Sweeney and 
Granade, 1993). Likewise, the harvest index for S may be 15-20% lower than that for N 
(Sexton et aL, 1998a). Nitrogen to sulfur ratio in leaves drops from 17.2 to 11.5 indicating 
that about 50% more S relative to N remains in abscised leaves than in healthy ones. 
Soybean vegetative tissues may accumulate ample amounts of sulfur for the production of 
high quality and high protein seed, while not efficiently mobilizing it from vegetative to 
reproductive tissues (Sunarpi and Anderson, 1997c; Sexton, et al, 1998a). 
Sulfate is first delivered to the aerial portion of plants as S04'^ via xylem (Adiputra 
and Anderson, 1995; Bell et aL, 1995; Sunarpi and Anderson, 1996). Smith and Lang (1988) 
reported that S is brought into mature leaves and is quickly exponed, unchanged, via phloem. 
These mature leaves appear to act as transfer stations for S. Mature barley {Hordeum vulgare 
[L.] cv. Clipper) leaves import S04'^, but this S remains in a pool isolated from endogenous S 
(Adiputra and Anderson, 1995). The latter was probably primarily in the form of protein or 
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sulfolipid. Smith and Lang (1988) reported 90% of the S transported via the phloem to be 
inorganic. 
While mature leaves tend to sequester little of the newly acquired S (Smith and Lang, 
1988), it has been shown that expanding leaves are strong sinks for newly acquired 804'^ 
(Smith and Lang, 1988; Bell et al., 1995; Sunarpi and Anderson, 1997b). In one study with 
soybean, 20% of S04'^ coming into leaf cells was reduced to organic forms of S; the 
remainder was stored in the vacuole (Bell et aL, 1994). Adiputra and Anderson (1992) 
demonstrated that barley leaves at mid to full expansion take up and store S04'^ (more or 
less) directly. Much (up to 75%) of the sulfur delivered to expanding and full-sized leaves 
(70-100% expanded) was later mobilized to newly developing leaves. 
Although mobilization of S from vegetative tissues likely is important for seed 
protein synthesis in soybean, very little is known about the timing, quantity, and efficiency of 
mobilization to the seed. Sunarpi and Anderson (1997c) examined S mobilization in 
reproductive soybean. Maximum length of leaves formed de novo during their study period 
seemed to be inhibited by S deficiency. The authors acknowledge that S was supplied at 
suboptimal levels (8.3 fxmol S supplied plant"' day"'). Soybean plants supplied with less than 
ca. 2 mmol S show reduced seed yield, and rate of dry matter and N accumulation in a ca. 
130 d season (Sexton et aL, 1998a). 
One might expect plants to metabolize, utilize, store, and mobilize sulfiir very 
differently under sulfur sufficiency. Nevertheless, Sunarpi and Anderson (1997c) report that 
soybean leaves did not act as large reservoirs for S. Although total leaf- and pod-S content 
dropped by 49 and 67%, respectively, less than 13% of the seeds' S needs may have been 
met from mobilized-S. The plants acquired 87% of the seeds' needs during seed filL 
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Nearly all of the mobilized leaf-S came from an elhanol-soluble fraction (Sunarpi and 
Anderson, 1997b). Also, soluble- and insoluble-S pools seem to be rather discrete relative to 
S flux between pools (Bell et al., 1994; Adiputra and Anderson, 1995; Herschbach and 
Rennenberg, 1996; Sunarpi and Anderson, 1997a, b, d). Pods mobilized S from their 
soluble-S pool; however, they also seemed to store S04'^ which was very efficiently 
mobilized. The pods' donation to the total seed-S was small, though. 
The aim of this research was to determine the uptake, distribution, and mobilization 
patterns of sulfur during the reproductive phase of soybean development. The effects of 
timing of S uptake and form of S stored in tissues on S mobilization to seed are explored. 
Materials and Methods 
Plant materials and culture 
Uninoculated soybean plants (cv. Kenwood 94) were cultured hydroponically during 
the fall of 1996 (Exp. 1) and the spring of 1997 (Exp. 2) in a greenhouse by the procedures of 
Imsande and Ralson (1981). The greenhouse environment was maintained at temperatures 
near 26 C during the day and 18 C at night. In Exp. 1, seeds were allowed to imbibe on 
germination papers on 22 August 1996. Seedlings were transferred to hydroponic medium 6 
days after imbibition (DAI). Each opaque 3.8-L vessel contained six seedlings. 
Complete nutrient solutions as outlined by Sexton et al. (1998b), containing 0.4 mM 
S04"^, 5.0 mM NOs'^ and 2.0 raM MBS (2-(N-Morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid) to maintain 
pH near 5.7, were supplied on DAI 7. Single seedlings were transferred to 3.8-L containers 
at 24 DAI. Solutions were changed weekly through the time of beginning seed growth, ca. 
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R4.0, (Caviness and Fehr (1977), after which solutions were changed twice weekly. To 
avoid delayed maturity, plants were transferred to distilled water at R7.5 (DAI 104). 
Exp. 2 was conducted in the same manner as Exp. 1 with the following changes. 
Seeds were imbibed on 12 March 1997, and seedlings were transferred to hydroponic 
medium 7 days later. The full nutrient solution was supplied on DAI 23, at which time 
seedlings were transferred to single-plant containers. The nutrient solution was replaced with 
distilled water at R7.5 (DAI 134). 
Labeling 
In Exp. 1, pulses of ^^S04'^ were administered to one group of plants on DAI 53 
(Pulse-1) and a second group at DAI 79 (Pulse-2). These dales approximately corresponded 
with soybean stages R4.0 and R6.0. Plants to be labeled were removed from nutrient 
solutions 3 days prior to pulsing. Their roots were rinsed with distilled water, and they were 
placed in full nutrient solutions that lacked S04'^. Pulse-1 plants received 1980 kBq as 
Na2^^S04; Pulse-2 plants received 2430 kBq The concentration of unlabeled-S04'^ 
supplied was 50 |iM. Plants were allowed to take up the label for 3 d at which time their 
roots were triple-rinsed with distilled water and one set of plants was harvested to determine 
uptake and the others were returned to fresh full strength nutrient solution minus S. The next 
day 400 |JM S was resupplied. 
In Exp. 2, five pulses were administered at DAI 65, 81, 98, 107, and 119 (R2.0,4.0, 
5.5,6.5, and 7.0). Plants to be pulsed were removed from the complete nutrient solution one-
day prior to the labeling. The roots were not rinsed but were placed directly in nutrient 
solution without S. The following day, H2^^S04 was added. Each plant received 3017 kBq 
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in the labeling solution. Plants were pulsed for 10 h. One set of plants was immediately 
harvested after the pulse. Unharvested, labeled plants were immediately transferred to full 
nutrient solutions containing S. 
Harvesting 
Plants were harvested at stages R4.0, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 7.0 and 8.0 in Exp. 1, and stages 
R2.0,4.0 5.5,6.5, 7.0, and 8.0, in Exp. 2. Roots of all plants to be harvested were triple-
rinsed. Plants were immediately taken to the lab to be processed, where they were dissected 
by organ, into roots, stems (including petioles), leaves, pods and flowers, and seeds (when 
present). In Exp. 2 the three most recently opened leaves and any leaf buds were separated 
from the older, fully expanded leaves. Separated plant parts were placed in a forced-air 
drying oven at 65 C for 3 d, at which time they were weighed and ground. The final harvest 
was taken at maturity. Abscised leaves were collected and pooled with any leaves remaining 
on the plant. 
Analysis 
Quantification of in tissue was by use of a Beckman 3801 liquid scintillation 
counter. Tissue decoloration and solublization was accomplished using sodium hypoclorite 
in a method adapted from Packard Instrument Company (1996). Briefly, 20 mg powdered 
tissue was placed in a scintillation vial. One ml of a 5.25% sodium hypoclorite solution 
(Clorox) was added, and the vials were tightly capped and swirled to wet the tissue. Vials 
were placed in a forced-air oven at 65 C for 2 h. The vials were cooled to room temperature. 
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vented, and chlorine vapor was removed with a gentle stream of air. Eleven ml of 
scintillation cocktail solution (Ultima Gold XR, Packard Instrument Company, Meriden CT) 
was added to each vial, and the samples were allowed to set in the dark overnight. They 
were then counted and corrected for quench and "S decay. 
Quantification of labeled 804"" was by a method adapted from Bell et al. (1994). 
Briefly, ^^804"^ was determined by subtracting counts remaining after BaCl precipitation 
from the total counts. The initial water soluble fraction activity was measured by shaking 
100 mg of powered tissue in 10 ml of buffer (100 mM Tris 
(Tris(hydroxymethyl)arainomethane (Trizma) - pH 7.5), 20 mM ascorbic acid, 5.0 mM 
Na2S04'^, and 1.0 mM PMSF (phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride)) overnight. The samples were 
then centrifiiged and the supernatant removed. One ml of the supernatant was placed in a 
scintillation vial. Eleven ml cocktail was added to each vial. The samples were then allowed 
to set in the dark for one hour prior to counting. Sulfate in the water-soluble fraction was 
precipitated with BaCL One hundred |xl of a 1 M BaCl solution was added to 1 ml of the 
soluble fraction. This was then shaken and allowed to stand for 30 min before centrifugation. 
The supernatant was then counted as above. Labeled sulfate concentration was found by 
difference in activity of the total soluble fraction and soluble fraction lacking 804"^. 
Total sulfur was determined by inductively coupled plasma-optical emission 
spectrometry (ICP-OES). Dried plant material was digested with HNO3 and H2O2 in a 
microwave digestion system (CEM Corporation, Matthews NC, Model MDS 2000) by a 
method adapted from Banuelos and Akhove (1994), Sah and Miller (1992), and Hussein 
Ajwa (personal communication). Briefly, 100 rag dried plant material was placed into an 
open 100 mi Advanced Composite Vessel (CEM) and allowed to predigest for 20 min in 2.0 
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ml concentrated HNO3 and 2.5 ml 30% H2O2. Following predigestion, the vessels were 
sealed and placed in the microwave. Four stages of 5 to 50% power were utilized to ramp 
the vessel pressure from 0.7 to 1.0 MPa over a 20 min period. This was followed by a fifth 
stage consisting of a power setting of 100% for 30 min to ensure complete digestion. After 
digestion, the vessels were placed on ice to cool before venting. Digested solutions were 
then quantitatively transferred and diluted to 25 ml with distilled and de-ionized water for 
analysis. Total S in solution was determined by ICP-OES (Thermo Jarrel, Franklin, 
Massachusetts, Model IRIS/AP DUO). Nitrogen was determined by micro-Kjeldahl analysis 
according to Bremner and Breitenbeck (1983). 
Results 
Mobilization of total sulfur during seed development 
This study was begun prior to seed development (R2.0 and 4.0 in Exp. 1 and 2) and 
continued through plant maturity. During this period, pods and seeds developed and plants 
increased in dry weight substantially (by over three and six times in Exp. 1 and 2, 
respectively) (Fig IG, 2G). Overall, total plant-S content increased in parallel with plant dry 
matter (Fig IH, 2H). 
Stems, leaves, and seeds contained stable concentrations of S throughout. Across the 
two studies, leaves and seeds were composed of 2.9 ±0.1 and 2.8 ± 0.1 mg S (g dry matter)'', 
whereas this value was 0.9 ±0.1 for stems. Sulfur concentrations in roots were more 
variable than other tissues. This was especially true in Exp. 1 where these varied from 1.6 to 
3.5 mg S (g dry raatter)"\ In Exp. 2, S concentrations ranged from 1.7 to 2.2 mg S (g dry 
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matter)"'. A surprisingly large amount of dry matter loss from roots in Exp. 2 seemed to 
affect root S balance. Roots lost little S on a concentration basis, and losses of S with total 
dry matter may have been a result of root senescence or mobilization of sulfur and nitrogen 
along with carbon to developing seed. Roots did not appear to be important sources of S 
mobilization in Exp. 1, however. 
Carpel tissues (hereafter termed simply "pods") was the only fraction that 
consistently lost S on a concentration basis throughout the study. In Exp. 1, pod tissue 
averaged 1.9 ± 0.1 rag S (g dry matter)"' across the first two harvests and 0.5 ± 0.0 mg S (g 
dry matter)"' at maturity. Pods, although pericarp tissue (Esau, 1977), act like vegetative 
tissues in that they mobilize reduced carbon and mineral nutrients to seed (Thome, 1979). 
Although pods did not contain large quantities of S, they mobilized it at a ca. 50% efficiency. 
Leaves did not mobilize S on a concentration basis, or as efficiently as pods; however, they 
contained greater than 50% of the plant's S prior to seed fill, and mobilized significant 
amounts of total S. This was most clearly shown in Exp. 1. Mobilized leaf-S supplied up to 
25 and 17% of the seed's final S requirement in Exp. 1 and 2, respectively, while pods 
contributed 10 and 8.8%. All vegetative tissues mobilized S to seed, and in all, they supplied 
40 and 36% of final seed-S requirement. 
Initial distribution of acquired during reproductive development 
Pulse-1 
In Exp. 1, leaves acquired a large amount of the supplied at R4.0 (Fig. 1 A). 
Nearly 60% of the total label was distributed to the leaves during the pulse. Roots and stems 
acquired 20 and 13% of the label, respectively. Pods also contributed to sulfur storage. They 
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contained 8.0% of the label initially, although their dry weight made up only 4.4% of the 
plant's total dry weight (Fig. IG). 
In Exp. 2, the first pulse was administered earlier in development (R2.0 or ca. 3 wk 
before seed development rather than I wk prior in Exp. 1), and the plants were pulsed for 10 
h to better evaluate direct sulfur uptake and short-term storage. These changes in protocol 
subtly affected the initial distribution of Pods were only begmning to form, and made up 
less than 1% of the total plant dry weight at R2.0 (Fig. 20). The pods' fraction of the total 
plant label was similarly small, 0.4% (Fig. 2A). Leaves took up less label (47%), whereas 
the roots retained 39% in this experiment. 
By the second harvest of Exp. 2, the leaves contained a greater proportion of the total 
plant label than they did initially. Pods were not yet rapidly forming, and the leaves appeared 
to take up the bulk of the transferred from stems and roots during this period. Although 
the root fraction lost throughout the study, the 10-h pulse in Exp. 2 appeared to be brief 
enough to catch some labeled-S in temporary storage in roots before allocation to leaves and 
pods. In fact, most of the lost from the root fraction in this period came (perhaps 
indirectly) from the "S04'^ fraction (Fig. 2C). 
Tissues contained varying amounts of ^^S04'^ immediately after the first pulse in Exp. 
1 (Fig. IC). Labeled sulfate made up only a small portion of the leaf (3.2%). Roots and 
stems contained 7.4 and 15% of their label as ^^S04"^, respectively, while the pod label was 
39% ^^S04*^. Tissues in Exp. 2 contained larger fractions of unreduced than those in Exp. 
1 (Fig. IC, 2C). Roots and stems were highly enriched in ^^S04'^ (42 and 53% of total tissue 
label, respectively). Leaves also retained a much larger portion of their total label as ^^S04'^, 
however ^^S04'^ still amounted to less than 10% of the total label Differences between 
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experiments in initial ^^S04'^ likely were attributed to the shorter labeling time found in Exp. 
2. In addition, plants in Exp. 2 had a lower demand for S04'^, and tended to utilize S04'^ less 
rapidly and retain a larger fraction of their radiosulfur as ^^S04"^ throughout the study. Due 
primarily to higher densities and longer daylengths, plants in Exp. 2 grew slower, and 
attained a smaller mature dry weight (Fig. 2G). 
Pulse-2 
A second pulse was administered to a different set of plants at R6.0 and 5.5 (DAI 82 
and 98) in Exp. 1 and 2, respectively. This corresponded to the beginning of rapid seed 
filling (Fig, IG, 20). In Exp. 1 seeds were heavily labeled after the pulse period (25% of the 
total plant label, while making up just 7.8% of the total dry matter), whereas the leaf fraction 
contained just 14% of total plant (Fig. IB). Pods contained 18%, while roots and stems 
incorporated 29 and 15% of whole-plant label, respectively. Roots and stems contained ca. 
10% and pods contained ca. 40% of their label as ^^S04'^ immediately after the pulse (Fig. 
IB, D). These values were much higher (50-67%) in Exp. 2 (Fig. 2B, D). 
Although the seeds' portion of the plant's total dry weight after pulse #2 of Exp. 2 
was nearly identical to that in Exp. 1 (Fig. 10, 20), the seed fraction contained almost no 
immediately after the pulse (Fig. 2B). Alternatively, the leaf and root fractions were more 
heavily labeled than in Exp. 1. Again, these differences appear to have been due to the 
shorter pulsing period in Exp. 2. The first harvest probably caught some that would have 
been transferred to the seed within hours. 
Tliree additional pulses were administered as separate treatments in Exp. 2. Five 
distinct pulses were given to better identify uptake and mobilization patterns for S acquired 
by soybean throughout reproduction. Developmental changes during this time period had a 
large effect on the initial sink strength of individual tissues for newly acquired sulfur. 
Leaves acquired a smaller portion of the total label from the pulse at each subsequent 
labeling (see "initial leaf fraction" A ~ Fig 3). Although leaf dry weight continued to 
increase through DAI 119, leaf dry matter accumulation rate slowed after DAI 98. This 
corresponded with a large decrease in S uptake by leaves. Pods and seeds each acquired a 
larger portion of the initial plant label during subsequent pulses (see "initial pod fraction" V 
and "initial seed fraction" 0). Stems acquired 15 ± 1% of the label at each date, while roots 
retained the balance (data not shown). Initial S distribution appears to reflect the changing 
growth rates of these tissues as the plants passed from vegetative to reproductive 
development. Seeds, however, received no more than 10% of the total plant label during any 
of the 10-h pulses given through late seed development. 
Mobilization of sulfur delivered to plants before and though seed growth 
Pulse-1 
The leaf fraction represented the most important organ system for storage and 
mobilization of S taken up early in reproductive development. In Exp. I the leaves began to 
lose both ^^S04'^ and organic-^^S immediately following the first pulse (Fig. IC, E). Over 
the subsequent 74 d, the leaves mobilized 550 kBq of total label, or 89% of the seed's final 
content (Fig. 1 A). Leaves mobilized more than twice that mobilized by root, stem, and 
pods combined. Mobilization patterns in Exp. 2 (Fig. 2A, C, E) did not differ significantly 
from those in the first except that the leaf tissue did not demonstrate net export of radiosulfiu: 
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until after the second harvest, and did not mobilize its as efficiently as it had in the first 
experiment. Also, the heavily labeled root fraction of Exp. 2 tended to loose more of its 
label. 
All vegetative tissues acquired ^^S04"^ that was later mobilized as sulfate or reduced 
to labeled organic-S before mobilization with ca. 90% efficiency (Fig. IC, 2C), with the 
exception of the root fraction in Exp. 1 (Fig IC). There, the roots retained a small amount of 
^^S04'^ that was not chased out by unlabeled-S. In Exp. 2 the developing pods took up S04'" 
indirect ly  af ter  the pulse  and reduced or  mobil ized 85% of  this  pr ior  to  matur i ty  (Fig IC) .  
Labeled organic-S was mobilized in all tissues less efficiently than ^^S04"^ (Fig. IC, E, 2C, 
E). Leaves mobilized 6 to 10 times as much organic-^^S as any other tissue in both 
experiments, with the exception of the root fraction in Exp. 2 (Fig. IE, 2E). The loss of 
organic label may underestimate the true level of organic label mobilized, because 
radiosulfur may be entering this pool through reduction of ^^S04'^. 
For whole plants, very little ^^864was reduced after the first harvest in Exp. 1 
(equal to 2.0% of the initial plant label); whereas, 23% of the initial plant label was reduced 
after the pulsing period, but prior to maturity in Exp. 2. As with Exp. 1, much of this 
reduction occurred by the second harvest, with the remainder occurring principally by early 
seed filling. 
Seed tissue acquired labeled-S from the beginning of seed development, paralleling 
uptake of total-S (Fig IH, 2H). This acquisition continued as vegetative tissues mobilized 
their label through maturity. In Exp. 1 the mature seed contained 63% of the total plant ^^S 
content at maturity. Because seeds had not yet begun to grow at the time of labeling, the 
entire label found in the seed had been mobilized from vegetative tissues. Seeds in Exp. 2 
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slowed their radiosulfur acquisition, taking up only a small amount of after the fifth 
harvest. Seeds in this experiment acquired 18% of their total radiosulfur as ^^S04'^ and 
retained this portion through maturity. Seeds in Exp. 1 maintained ca. 7.5% of their ^^S in 
the inorganic form. 
Pulse-2 
All tissues mobilized total-^^S, "S04'^, and organic-^^S (Fig. IB, D, F, 2B, D, F,) that 
was acquired at the beginning of rapid seed growth (R6.0 and R5.5) with efficiencies similar 
to those of ^^S acquired in pulse-1 (R4.0 and R2.0). Roots tended to mobilize later acquired 
^^S slightly more efficiently in Exp. 1 than ^^S taken up at R4.0, due to a larger loss of ^^S04'^ 
from this later pulse. Because of a high uptake and retention of ^^S in roots, and a limited 
initial labeling of leaves in pulse #2 of Exp. 1 (Fig. IB), roots mobilized nearly two times the 
labeled-S as did the leaves, although their mobilization efficiency was not as great. Roots 
lost large amounts of ^^S04'^ in Exp. 2 (Fig. 2D), allowing them to, again, seem to be more 
important sources of S than leaves. Plants pulsed later appeared to reduce a larger portion of 
their total plant label after the first harvest (17 and 25% in Exp. 1 and 2, respectively), and 
left more unreduced-^^S in their tissues at maturity than plants taking up S prior to seed 
development. 
While acquiring large amounts of mobilized S (in Exp. 1,49% of the final plant label 
was mobilized to seed. Table I), seeds maintained a constant proportion of their label as 
^^S04'^ through harvest. Mature seeds contained 11 and 18% of their label as ^^S04'^ in pulse 
#2 of Exp. 1 and 2, respectively. Again, these values compare with 7.6 and 18% found as 
^^S04'^ in pulse-1 of Exp. 1 and 2. 
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By subtracting initial label from final content of seed tissue, changes in total 
mobilized to seed over pulse dates could be quantified. It was established that 44 to 63% of 
the final plant label was mobilized to the seed during the chase period, over seven pulses in 
the two experiments (Table 1). In Exp. 2 this value tended to move upward through the first 
three pulses (Fig. 3); however, the inverse occurred in the first experiment. The low 
mobilization rate found in plants supplied with ^^864in pulse #2 (at DAI 79) of Exp. 1 was 
due to the long pulse time. 
The leaves' contribution to total mobilized vegetative was lower in later pulsed 
plants. Leaves released from 5.8 to 84% of the total label mobilized to seed across five 
pulses in Exp. 2 (Table I). Similar values were noted in Exp. 1. Leaves mobilized 
approximately 50% of their maximum measured stored-^^S content in four of the five pulses 
of Exp. 2 (Table I). Because leaves were only very lightly labeled (Fig. 3) by the last two 
pulses (DAI 107 and 119), mobilization efficiencies of leaf for these two pulses should be 
interpreted with caution. Leaf mobilization efficiencies were slightly higher in Exp. 1. 
Sulfiir uptake and mobilization patterns of expanding leaves 
Expanding leaves were harvested separately from the mature leaf fraction in 
Exp. 2 to examine intra-leaf fractional S uptake and mobilization patterns. Three newly 
opened leaves and any leaf buds were harvested as a fraction discrete from the mature leaves 
in the five harvests prior to maturity. Due to the indeterminate nature of the plants used in 
this study, mature leaf fractions of harvests at DAI 81,98, and 107 contained leaves that 
were in the expanding leaf fraction at the time of the previous harvest. The expanding leaf 
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fraction from these harvests primarily contained leaves formed de novo since the previous 
harvest. 
The expanding leaf fraction took up 44% of the total leaf label (Fig. 4A) while only 
contributing 19% to the entire leaf fraction's dry weight (data not shown), in plants pulsed at 
DAI 65. While the expanding leaf fraction contained nearly four times the concentration, 
they contained ten times the ^^S04'^ concentration. The mature leaf fraction increased in 
total substantially between the first and second harvests of the first pulse, because leaves 
that were formerly in the expanding leaf fraction became integrated into the mature leaf 
group. By the second harvest of plants pulsed at DAI 65 the content of the expanding 
leaf tissue dropped to near zero. Only 1 to 4% of the total leaf fraction's could be found 
in subsequently harvested new leaves. 
Although new leaves were still developing by DAI 98 (Fig. 2G) when the second 
pulse was administered, the expanding leaf fraction contained a much smaller initial ponion 
of the total leaf label (Fig. 4B). The expanding leaf fraction contained 19, 9.5 and 11% of the 
total leaf fraction's directly following pulses at DAI 81, 98, and 107, respectively. Yet, 
in each case, the expanding leaf fraction contained three to four times the as did the 
mature leaves, relative to their dry weight. Expanding leaves were preferentially labeled 
relative to the mature leaf fraction. Because new leaves were not being rapidly displaced into 
the mature leaf fraction by developing leaves, the expanding leaf fraction from the second 
pulse retained its (Fig. IB). 
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Discussion 
The importance of leaves for N storage and mobilization to seed has been well 
established (Pate, 1980; Loberg et al. 1984, Sundberg and Shibles, 1998). Our work 
demonstrates that leaves also are very important for S storage and mobilization to soybean 
seed for protein synthesis. Sunarpi and Anderson (1997c) reported that soybean leaves 
contribute little to mature seed-S content; however, they supplied their plants just 270 fig S 
(plant d)"'. This level, in our experience, (Sexton et al., 1998a) is substantially below that 
required for optimal growth. In fact, plants given sufficient S (Sexton et aL, 1998a) 
accumulated S at a rate of 650 to 800 ng S (plant d)"' throughout development, including 
early vegetative growth with its corresponding low growth rate. Plants in our system 
received 6.9 and 13.8 mg S (plant d)"' prior to and after R4.0, respectively. These values 
closely follow the 8.0 and 11 mg S (plant d)'^ suggested by Imsande and Ralston (1981). 
Plants in our study accumulated 56 to 59% of their total plant-S in leaves late in 
vegetative development. Through mobilization, leaves supplied the seed with ca. 20% of its 
total S requirement. Pods, also important in this regard, contributed ca. 10% of seed-S 
content. Although plants had a continuous supply of S04*^ from the nutrient solution at their 
disposal through late seed growth, 40 and 36% of the developing seeds' S needs were met by 
mobilized sulfur. Sunarpi and Anderson's (1997c) S-stressed soybeans flilfUled only 13% of 
the seeds' S needs though mobilization, demonstrating the importance of S availability 
before reproductive development for "storage". It appears that soybean will mobilize 
previously acquired S to seed, if S is supplied in adequate quantities prior to seed filling. 
This emphasizes the importance of S reserve capacity in vegetative tissues. 
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Radiosulfur acquired by the plant during reproductive development was more 
efficiently mobilized to seed than total S. Whereas, only 15% of the mature plants' total S 
appeared to have been mobilized from vegetative tissues in Exp. 2, 44 to 60% of the 
found in mature plants was mobilized to seed from vegetative tissues following a 10-h pulse. 
All vegetative tissues lost ^^S04'^ (through reduction and/or mobilization) and mobilized 
organic-^^S. Leaves were the major suppliers of that was acquired by the plant early in 
reproductive development, while contributing a smaller portion of the mobilized vegetative 
by the time of rapid seed growth. Differences in total leaf mobilized were due mainly 
to a smaller acquisition by the leaves, because their mobilization efficiency changed little 
through seed fill. 
Sulfur taken up later in seed development was more likely to be mobilized to the 
seed. Plants pulsed after R5.0 mobilized a larger portion of their total label to seeds than did 
those pulsed prior to rapid seed growth (Fig. 3). Our results compliment those of Pate and 
Flinn (1973) who found taken up by field pea {Pisum arvense L.) during late vegetative 
development to be less efficiently mobilized to seed than that acquired during fruiting. In our 
study, changes in overall whole-plant mobilization efficiency over time of S acquisition did 
not seem to be caused by an increased leaf mobilization efficiency. In fact, leaves mobilized 
acquired in three pulses between R2.0 and R5.5 with a ca. 50% efficiency (Table 11). 
Leaf tissue retained a slightly smaller portion of the administered in each of these three 
10-h pulses, while the pod fraction increased. Because vegetative growth slowed during 
rapid seed growth, S acquired by leaves may be more likely to be reduced and quickly 
exported to pods and seed without entering the leaf protein fraction. This pod-S fraction is 
then more likely to be eventually passed on to the seed. 
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This study of soybean in its reproductive phase supports and extends others' (Smith 
and Lang, 1988; Bell et aL, 1995; and Sunarpi and Anderson, 1997b) work with legume 
seedlings by noting that expanding soybean leaves acquire a disproportionately large amount 
of relative to their contribution to the entire leaf fraction's dry weight. Leaves that are 
near full expansion have been shown to take up S readily, then quickly mobilize it to younger 
developing leaves (Smith and Lang, 1988; Sunarpi and Anderson, 1996; and 1997b), and 
90% of this S was found to be organic-S (Smith and Lang, 1988). Expanding leaves in this 
study contained three to four times the ^^S concentration as mature leaves directly after each 
of four pulses through R6.5, and these new leaves contained a larger fraction of this label as 
S04"^ than was seen in the mature leaf fraction. Although no direct evidence was uncovered, 
it appears that mature leaves may have been quickly transferring newly acquired SO4'" to 
developing leaves. Sulfur acquired by the new leaves during the lO-h pulse appears to be 
utilized there and not redistributed, because new leaf fractions taken at subsequent harvests 
contained almost zero ^^S. This is consistent with the quick and transient redistribution of 
newly acquired S04'^, via a xylera-to-phloera transfer, as suggested by Sunarpi and Anderson 
(1997b). 
New leaves were forming in the chase period between the first and second harvests, 
while root and stem tissues of plants pulsed at R2.0 housed 300 to 400 kBq ^^S04'^; however, 
this S04'^ was not utilized by expanding leaves. Although the new leaf fraction of plants 
pulsed at R4.0 took up a high concentration of ^^S, plants pulsed at R2.0 supplied expanding 
leaves solely with unlabeled-S before DAI 81. Previously acquired ^^S seemed unavailable 
to newly expanding leaves. 
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Roots and stems mobilized or reduced ca. 250 kBq ^^804'^ prior to DAI 98, yet the 
expanding leaf fraction did not seem to take up in any form after DAI 65. The expanding 
leaf fraction did not sequester ^^804'^ that had been stored in roots, stems, or leaves or even 
utilize mobilized organic-^^S. In addition, chase 804'^ acquired by the new leaves forming in 
this period did not seem to mix with the abundant ^^804*^ in roots, stems, or in the small 
^^804'^ pool in leaves in its path to developing leaves. Although vacuolar 804'^ has been 
shown to turn over slowly and extremely slowly with cytoplasmic 804'^ in roots and leaves, 
respectively in the tropical legume Macroptilium atropurpureum (Bell et al., 1994), it does 
not appear that plants in our study sequestered ^^804'^ in vacuoles. Labeled ^^804'^ was 
rapidly lost from roots early in the study period. 
Within the 10-h pulses, root and stem tissues accumulated significant quantities of 
reduced-^^8. Because sulfate has been shown to be principally transported to expanding 
leaves for reduction (Anderson, 1990; Brunnold, 1990), it is probable that leaves contributed 
extensively to the large and rapid accumulation of organic-"8 in these tissues. Root 
acquisition of 8 mobilized from the shoot via phloem has been noted (Cooper and Clarkson, 
1989; Larsson, 1991; Herschbach and Rennenberg, 1995), while root reduction seems to be a 
minor component of whole-plant reduction (Anderson, 1990; Sexton and Shibles, 1998). 
Though mechanistically difficult to interpret, it appears that mature leaves may be quickly 
and transiently transfering newly acquired ^^864'^ to expanding leaves, while reducing 
^^804'^ for export to root. Regardless of its origin, root organic ^^8 was later mobilized in 
this study. 
Very young developing pods took up ^^8 to a disproportionately large extent relative 
to their dry weight in Exp. 1. Pods received ^^8 at a far greater rate than could be supported 
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by transpiration, indicating xylera-to-phloem transfer (Pate, 1980; Sunarpi and Anderson, 
1997c). Pods were just initiating development at the start of Exp. 2; therefore, nearly all of 
their was acquired indirectly during the chase, from roots, stems, or leaves. In both 
experiments and pulses, pods began with, and maintained, a much larger portion of their 
label as ^^S04"^ than leaves. Although they did not appear to store great amounts of we 
found pods to be efficient mobilizers of total-S, as previously noted (Sexton et al., 1998a). 
Although S compounds were not examined, Thome (1979) found soybean pods to be 
important for storage and mobilization of starch, reducing sugars, and nitrogenous materials. 
Pods certainly play a role in transferring sulfur to seed and may be important in reducing 
S04'^ for mobilization to developing seed as proposed by Sunarpi and Anderson (1997c). 
Seeds acquired little label within the 10-h pulse used in Exp. 2 (Fig. 2B); however, 
pods acted as active sinks for newly acquired S. Seeds did acquire significant amounts of 
newly acquired S within a few days, however. As with Sunarpi and Anderson (1997c), it is 
impossible, from this study, to determine whether seed was taking up organic- or inorganic-S 
through the pods. Recently Sexton and Shibles (1998) quantified the contribution of 
individual plant organs toward total plant ATP sulfurylase activity in soybean during 
reproductive development. About 50% of total shoot's ATP sulfurylase activity was found in 
the seeds, while leaves contributed only ca. 30 to 40% during rapid seed filling. Stems and 
pods each provided ca. 10% of the plant's total ATP sulfurylase activity (Sexton and Shibles, 
1998). Also, soybean cotyledons grown in vitro are able to reduce S04'^. Soybean 
cotyledons grown in a nutrient medium with S04'^ as a sole S source accumulate storage 
proteins containing significant quantities of met (Holowach et aL, 1984b). Although support 
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for S reduction occurring in seeds exists, our study does not exclude the possibility that 
leaves and/or pods are reducing and exporting 804'^ obtained from other tissues to seed. 
Our study, in fact, does show that 804'^ made up only a small fraction of the leaves' 
total ^^8 content, even after allowing just 10 h for reduction. This indicates that 804'^ was 
quickly exported, or reduction was occurring rapidly in leaf tissue. Pods, on the other hand, 
seemed to acquire large amounts of their total label as 804'^ and reduced or mobilized it to 
seed throughout seed growth. 8unarpi and Anderson (1997c) thought that the large loss of 
pod 804'^ early in seed development was due to reduction and mobilization of organic-8 to 
seed, due to the presence of a very low seed-804"^ concentration. Because their plants were 
8 stressed, seeds would have quickly reduced any incoming 804'^ rapidly, having the 
capacity to do so. Again, flux is difficult to estimate given only a steady-state "snapshot" of 
^^8 levels. In our study, seeds continued to acquire significant quantities of ^^804'^ 
throughout development independent of pulse date or experiment, indicating that seeds have 
the ability to take up and accumulate 864"^. Whether this implies that a significant amount of 
804'^ reduction was occurring within the seed is conjectural. 
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Figure 1. Dry matter, total S and accumulation and redistribution in soybean plants 
pulsed at 53 and 79 DAI (days after imbibition) in Exp. 1. Distribution of components in 
plants pulsed at 53 DAI (A, C, and E), and in plants pulsed at 79 DAI (B, D, F). G, 
distribution of dry matter. H, distribution of total S. All plots are additive, so that the top 
curve on each represents the total, whole-plant value. All values are means + SE (n = 4). 
Figure 2. Dry matter, total S and accumulation and redistribution in soybean plants 
pulsed at 65 and 98 DAI (days after imbibition) in Exp. 2. Distribution of components in 
plants pulsed at 65 DAI (A, C, and E), and in plants pulsed at 98 DAI (B, D, F). G, 
distribution of dry matter. H, distribution of total S. All plots are additive, so that the top 
curve on each represents the total, whole-plant value. All values are means ± SE (n = 4). 
Figure 3. Initial and final distribution of acquired by plants over five pulse dates during 
reproductive growth of soybean. Open symbols represent the fraction of the whole plant 
content in seeds, pods, and leaves, immediately after a 10-h pulse of "S04'^ by date of pulse 
administration. Closed symbols represent the distribution of plant in seeds and leaves at 
maturity, relative to their date of "S acquisition. Values represent portion of the whole 
plants' content in leaves, pods, and seeds, and were means ± SE (n = 4 for all pulses 
except that at DAI 119 (n = 2)). DAI = days after imbibition 
Figure 4. Radiosulfur content of new and mature leaf fractions. A, Distribution of ^^S 
components between the mature and expanding leaf fraction (3 open and expanding leaves, 
and any leaf buds) for plants pulsed at DAY 65 of Exp. #2. B, Radiosulfur distribution in 
plants pulsed at DAI 98. Plots are additive, so that the top line represents the total ^^S in both 
leaf fractions. Values represent means ± SE (n = 4). DAI = days after imbibition 
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Table 1. Effect of time of acquisition on mobilization to seed. 
Experiment #1 
R-Stage Mobilized seed f Leaf raobilization ± Leaf mobilization § 
(DAI) (% of final label (% of mobilized (mobilization 
mobilized to seed) seed efficiency) 
R4.0(53) 63.1% ±2.2% 83.9% ±7.6% 78.8% ±2.7% 




Mobilized seed f 
(% of final label 
mobilized to seed) 
Leaf mobilization t 
(% of mobilized 
seed "S) 
Leaf mobilization § 
(mobilization 
efficiency) 
R2.0 (65) 43.7% ± 1.7% 84.3% ±23.2% 51.7% ±6.9% 
R4.0 (81) 56.8% ±1.1% 40.9% ±2.1% 54.4% ±1.1% 
R5.5 (98) 60.0% ± 2.2% 36.4% ± 7.4% 53.9% ±7.2% 
R6.5 (107) 60.0% ± 3.4% 5.8% ±6.4% 7.8% ± 16.8% 
R7.0(119) 49.3% ±24.8% 24.5% ± 20.9% 49.9% ±0.7% 
Values represent percentages ± SE (n = 4 for all pulses except that at DAI 119 (n = 2)). 
t Mobilized seed -- the difference of the initial seed content from the 
final seed as a percentage of the total in the plant 
at maturity. 
~ quantity of mobilized from the leaf as a 
percentage of the total gained by seed through 
mobilization 
~ quantity of mobilized from the leaf as a 
percentage of the maximum leaf content 
Leaf mobilization to seed 
§ Leaf mobilization efficiency 
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DISTRIBUTION AND MOBILIZATION OF SULFUR 
DURING SOYBEAN REPRODUCTION 
n. NUTRIENT STRESS INFLUENCES ON SULFUR 
MOBILIZATION DURING SEED DEVELOPMENT 
A paper to be submitted to Crop Science 
Seth L. Naeve and Richard Shibles 
Introduction 
Plant nutrient stresses in crop species often are most evident late in the life cycle 
(Marschner, 1995). This is a result of combined effects of a greater nutrient demand by 
developing seeds and decreased absorption of nutrients by roots. Nutrient uptake by roots 
declines in part due to a decreased carbohydrate supply resulting from sink competition with 
developing seed (Shibles et al., 1975; Thibodeau and Jaworski, 1975). The combined effects 
of a reduced uptake and increased demand late in seed growth cause plants to rely heavily on 
mobilization of nutrients previously accumulated in vegetative tissues. The rapid export 
from leaves of highly phloem-mobile nutrients, such as N and P, and consequent loss of 
photosynthetic activity cause vegetative tissues to appear to be "self-destructing" (Nooden, 
1988). Foliar applications of N, P, or K to field grown soybean {Glycine max [L.] Merr.) 
failed to inhibit the withdrawal of N from leaves during senescence, however (Sesay and 
Shibles, 1980). 
Sulfur's relative mobility in plants has been contested. Based upon studies with 
applied ^^S, S has historically been considered an immobile nutrient (Marschner, 1995). 
Also, chlorosis due to S-stress has been noted to begin with young leaves, indicating a lack of 
S mobility (Bouma, 1975; Hell, 1997). Nitrogen stress may complicate the argument of S 
mobility, however (Loneragan et al. 1976). Nitrogen stress has been demonstrated to induce 
a mobilization of nitrogen through the action of increased protein hydrolytic activity and 
amino acid export from developed leaves of cereal grasses (Mei and Thimman, 1984; 
Guitmann et al., 1991). This plant response is similar to that shown by senescing leaves 
(Feller, 1977). Protease activity in leaves by either mechanism allows the release of amino 
acids including met and cys. 
Sunarpi and Anderson (1997a, d) demonstrated that N-stress enhances the 
mobilization of S from growing leaves, whereas superoptimal N inhibits S export from 
mature leaves. They believe that soybean leaves mobilize S in two distinct stages. The first 
involves the loss of free low molecular weight S compounds, principally S04'^ and 
homoglutathione (hGSH), from an ethanol-soluble S fraction. These soluble-S compounds 
are mobilized from plants irrespective of N nutrition, but the rate is increased under N stress. 
The second stage of S mobilization involves loss of S from the ethanol-insoluble pool This 
loss of S accompanies a loss in insoluble-N, and does not occur in leaves of plants grown 
under high N conditions. This implies that S mobilization is occurring by a proteolytic event 
that is triggered by a N-stress and involves the export of organic N and S. 
Although S-stress causes a parallel decline in leaf N and S concentrations, there is a 
preferential loss of Rubisco in soybean, falling from 50% under adequate S to 10% of the 
soluble protein fraction under severe stress (Sexton, et aL, 1997). Ferreira and Teixeira 
(1992) found no evidence of Rubisco degradation when Lerrma {Lemna minor L.) was 
subjected to incubation in either darkness or lack of N. But, when Lemna was incubated in 
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the absence of S, there was rapid and preferential degradation of Rubisco that went nearly to 
completion. 
Preferential degradation of proteins during senescence in non-stressed plants has been 
noted previously (Brady, 1988). Rubisco's high met + cys content (Kawashiraa and 
Wildman, 1970) would create a 50 mM concentration of free S-amino acids in Lemna 
chloroplasts, indicating Rubisco's potential value to the plant for S as well as N mobilization 
(Ferreira and Teixeira, 1992). Whether S-stress induces protein degradation is questioned. 
Sulfur stress increases the loss of insoIuble-S from leaves of Macroptilium atropurpureum 
(Bell et al., 1995). Alternatively, Sunarpi and Anderson (1997b) found no evidence of 
increased S mobilization from older to younger soybean leaves due to S-stress. 
Because soybean seed requires large amounts of N and S at a time when supply of 
these nutrients from the soil is low, it is important to examine the role that N- and S-stress 
play in altering the distribution of N and S prior to and following leaf senescence. In this 
paper we describe results of an experiment whereby S and N were systematically withheld 
from soybean during seed filling to examine the relative effects that these nutrient stresses 
may have on the distribution of vegetative-N and -S to seed early in seed growth. In 
addition, we report on the effects that these stresses have on mobilization of N and S to seed 
prior to maturity through the senescence process. 
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Materials and Methods 
Plant materials and culture 
Uninoculated soybean plants (cv. Kenwood 94) were cultured hydroponically during 
the summer of 1997 in a greenhouse by the procedure of Irasande and Ralson (1981). The 
greenhouse environment maintained temperatures near 26 C during the day and 18 C at 
night. Seeds were allowed to imbibe on germination papers on 12 March 1997, and 
seedlings were transferred to hydroponic medium 7 d after imbibition (DAI). Each 3.8-L 
opaque vessel contained six seedlings. 
Beginning 23 DAI single seedlings were transferred to 3.8-L containers and were 
supplied with complete nutrient solutions (Sexton et aL, 1998a) containing 0.4 mM S04'^, 5.0 
mM NO3"' and 2.0 mM MES (2-(N-Morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid) to maintain pH near 
5.7. Solutions were changed weekly untU onset of seed growth when solutions were changed 
twice weekly. To avoid delayed maturity, all plants were transferred to distilled water on 
DAI 134. 
Nutrient treatments were administered at beginning seed growth, R5.0 (91 DAI), and 
consisted of, a) -hN+S (full N, 5.0 mM NO3"', and full S, 0.4 mM S04'^); b) +N-S (full N, 0 
S); c) -N+S (0 N, fiiU S); d) -N-S (0 N, 0 S); and e) full N, 0.2 mM S04"^ and 0.2 mM L-
methionine. Nutrient treatments were continued to 134 DAI. 
Labeling, harvesting, and analysis 
Plants were pulsed with H2^^S04, harvested and analyzed for ^^S, total-S and total-N 
content as described previously (Naeve and Shibles, 1998). Briefly, following one day in 
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S-free rnediura plants were pulsed with 3017 kBq "S at R2.0 (DAI 65). Directly following a 
10-h pulse, plants were returned to full nutrient solutions containing unlabeled-S. Plants 
were harvested at stages R6.5 (DAI 97) and R8.0 (DAI 141). Roots of aU plants to be 
harvested were triple-rinsed. Plants were immediately taken to the lab to be processed, 
where they were dissected by organ, dried in a forced-air oven at 65 C for 3 d, weighed, and 
ground. 
(Quantification of in tissue was by a Beckman 3801 liquid scintillation counter 
using Ultima Gold XR as a scintillation cocktail (Packard Instrument Company, Meriden 
CT). Decoloration and solublization was accomplished using sodium hypoclorite in a 
method adapted from Packard Instrument Company (1996). Total sulfur was determined by 
inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometry, (ICP-OES, Model IRIS/AP DUO 
~ Thermo Jarrel, Franklin, Massachusetts). Dried plant material was digested with HNO3 
and H2O2 in a microwave digestion system (CEM Corporation, Matthews NC, Model MDS 
2(X)0) by a method adapted from Banuelos and Akhove (1994), Sah and Miller (1992), and 
Hussein Ajwa (personal communication). Nitrogen was determined by micro-Kjeldahl 
analysis according to Bremner and Breitenbeck (1983). 
Results 
Nutrient stress and N and S accumulation 
Seeds were beginning to grow but contained only 5% of their fmal dry weight at the 
time of treatment imposition, R5.0 (DAI 91). Nitrogen and S starvation caused significant {p 
< 0.01) reductions in total N and S accumulated by whole plants harvested at R6.5 and at 
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maturity. On a whole plant basis, deficiency of either nutrient had no effect on accumulation 
of the other nutrient. Nitrogen stress deceased the total plant dry weight, seed dry weight, 
and harvest index (HI) at maturity, whereas S-stress did not have a significant effect on these 
(Table I). 
Nitrogen stress and nutrient redistribution 
Sixteen days after the imposition of the nutrient treatments (R6.5), leaves of N-
stressed plants began to appear chlorotic. Analysis of plant tissues harvested at this time 
showed that N, S, and ^^S began to be differentially distributed relative to plants fed full N 
(Table II, Fig. lA, 2A, 3A). Nitrogen stress had only a small effect on N distribution prjor to 
R6.5, and this required a concurrent S-stress. Nitrogen stress acted only to diminish the 
proportion of N residing in stems (Table H). At the same time, N-stress increased the 
proportion of the total-S and ^^S in stems at the expense of the leaves. 
In general, nutrient stress before R6.5 showed only minor effects on mobilization 
compared with stress induced changes after R6.5, which is the major nutrient redistribution 
phase of soybean development (Wittenbach el al., 1980; Sesay and Shibles, 1980; Boon-
Long et aL, 1982). Nitrogen stress affected the distribution of N, S, or ^^S in most mature 
tissues (Table n. Fig. IB, 2B, and 3B). By maturity stems appeared to have lost more N to 
other tissues in N-stressed plants relative to plants given ample N, while roots and carpels 
(hereafter termed simply "pods") seemed to be more resistant to N loss (Table II). SuMu: 
accumulated in roots, stems, and pods of mature N-stressed plants. Leaves and seeds 
contained smaller relative amounts of S than plants given full N, with the -N+S treatment 
having the lowest proportion of seed-S. Again, ^^S followed the same pattern as total-S, 
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except that pods and seeds did not show significant changes in their contents in N-
stressed plants relative to N-fed plants. 
Because N, S and distributions discussed here are relative measures of these 
nutrients, significant treatment effects on their distribution to seed indicate significant effects 
on mobilization of vegetative (including pods as "vegetative" tissues) nutrients to seed. 
Partitioning of N, S, and to seed can be quantified as N-, S-, or ^^S-harvest indices (NHI, 
SHI, or In the presence of full S, N-stress had a very strong negative effect on 
mobilization of total-S to seed (Fig. 2B). Nitrogen stress decreased the SHI by nearly one-
half in plants supplied with S. Sulfur accumulated in the stems of these plants. Mobilization 
of ^^S to seed, however, was not affected by this treatment (Table II, Fig 3B). 
Sulfur stress and nutrient redistribution 
Sulfur stress did not appear to hasten leaf yellowing at R6.5 as did N-stress, and 
plants stressed for both N and S did not seem to senesce (as defined by leaf yellowing and 
abscission) more rapidly than those stressed for N alone. Likewise, S-stress had a much 
smaller effect on the intra-plant distribution of N, S, and ^^S, than did N-stress (Fig. lA, 2A, 
3A). In fact, S-stress had no significant main treatment effect on N or ^^S distribution in any 
tissue at either harvest (Table 11). Alternatively, total-S levels of roots and stems harvested at 
R6.5 were highly, negatively, affected by S-stress. A positive main effect on seed-S due to 
S-stress was primarily a result of an extremely low redistribution of vegetative-S to seed in 
the -N+S treatment (Fig. 2A). Furthermore, a non-negative effect of S-stress indicates that 
seed-S content was more stable across S levels than was S of vegetative tissues. By maturity, 
stems of S-stressed plants retained a smaller proportion of total-S in both N-fed and N-
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stressed treatments. This reduction was significant only between N-stressed treatments, 
however. Leaves, on the other hand, were more resistant to S loss as evidenced by their 
increase in relative S content when compared with S-fed plants (Fig. 2B). 
The presence of S04"^ in the rooting medium of +S plants had no effect on 
distribution or mobilization from roots and stems. The radiosulfur in these tissues appeared 
to be very stable, and was not chased out. Because sulfur stress affected S distribution 
without concurrent effect on previously acquired "S, it seems that S-stress worked directly to 
effect the distribution of newly acquired S. These direct effects were especially minor within 
+N treatments. 
Nutritional effects on specific activity 
Specific activity (SA) values for radiosulfur help to define distribution and 
mobilization patterns of relative to total plant S. Treatment differences in specific 
activity indicate a nutrient stress induced preferential export or retention of either or 
unlabeled-S. Because was acquired prior to the establishment of N and S nutrient 
treatments, movement of previously assimilated could be traced relative to newly 
acquired S. In +N+S and +N-S plants harvested at R6.5, seed tissue had acquired a ratio of 
to total S that was nearly the same as, or only slightly larger than, that found in leaves 
(Fig 4A). Specific activity values for seeds from plants without N were nearly twice those of 
stem and leaf tissue, indicating that seed tissue acquired relatively more ^^S than total-S 
under N-stress. Seed of N-stressed plants seemed to be unable to utilize unlabeled-S, even 
when S04'^ was continuously available to the root (-N+S plants). 
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Nitrogen-stress decreased bo± the total-S and the content of leaves, and increased 
these proportions in stems of S-stressed plants, it tended to decrease the SA in both tissues 
harvested at R6.5 (Table n. Fig 4A). Nitrogen stress effects on stem SA were due to a 
proportionally larger increase in total-S than ^^S in this tissue under N-stress (Fig. 2A, 3A, 
4A), even when S04'^ was not available (-N-S). Leaves either took up less label from roots 
relative to total S under N-su:ess, or they preferentially mobilized The latter is most 
likely as seeds acquired ^^S preferentially under N-stress, while root SA was not positively 
affected. It appears that S acquired by plants prior to seed growth (labeled-S) and 
accumulated in leaves and stems was preferentially redistributed to seed early in seed 
development. Seeds continued to demonstrate an increased SA in N-stressed plants through 
maturity (Fig 4B). Again, this was most evident between -i-S treatments. This effect was 
due, primarily, to a decreased relative accumulation of total-S in the seed, without a change 
in S. By maturity, leaves and stems in most treatments showed lower SA levels than at 
R6.5, but N treatment effects were not noted. 
Because sulfiir stress, alone, showed no effects on ^^S distribution in plants sampled 
at either harvest, sulfiir stress effects on SA can be attributed simply to direct effects on 
uptake and retention of unlabeled chase S. In both harvests, roots and stems showed 
increased SA's due to a preferential depletion of later accumulated S in these tissues under S 
stress. Pod SA also increased due to S stress; however, most of this effect was due to a very 
low SA in the +N+S treatment. Here, pods acquired only half of the relative ^^S content 
accumulated by pods in other treatments. 
Only stems retained a heightened S A though maturity under S-stress. Total sulflu: 
distribution to mature root was not affected by S-stress and it followed that S A was not 
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affected either (Table 11). Only stems seemed to take up and sequester S to a greater extent 
under conditions of S availability. Seed and leaf tissue SA levels were not affected by S-
stress in either harvest. Seed utilized ^^S and total-S at the same relative rates, independent 
of S availability to the root. It appears that seed maintains a constant SA across S treatments 
by taking up sulfur with a SA that is independent of the availability of chase S present in the 
stem. Seed was either unreliant on, or unable to utilize, the high SA-S in stems. 
Reduced S supplementation 
Previous observations in our lab indicated that supplying methionine to the rooting 
medium of hydroponically grown soybean might delay senescence, and presumably S 
mobilization. It was thought that the large demand by the seed on leaf tissue for reduced S-
compounds may induce and intensify the senescence process. To examine the effect of 
supplying reduced-S on S mobilization an additional treatment, consisting of full N and L-
met as half of the S component of supplied-S, was administered, concurrently. Although, the 
partial substitution of methionine for S04'^ in the nutrient medium caused leaves to stay 
green colored later into seed maturation, it did not cause labeled sulfur to be differentially 
mobilized at either harvest (data not shown). 
Discussion 
Because seeds were just beginning their rapid growth phase and contained about 30% 
of their final dry weight at R6.5, analysis of plants harvested at this stage allowed the 
examination of S redistribution due to nutrient stress prior to the rapid and extensive 
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mobilization that normally occurs just before physiological maturity in non-stressed plants 
(Wittenbach et al., 1980; Sesay and Shibles, 1980; Boon-Long et aL, 1982). Developing 
soybean seed produce a senescence signal quite late in seed development (Nooden and 
Leopold, 1988). Nitrogen and S-stress effects on nutrient distribution pattenis early in 
reproductive growth could affect both redistribution of nutrients within the vegetative 
fraction of the plant and redistribution to the newly forming seed. Sulfur itself would be 
expected to accumulate in tissues where protein synthesis is rapidly occurring, while N-stress 
reduces protein synthesis in actively growing tissues. It does not appear that N-stress, itself, 
affected S distribution through a reduction in protein synthesis in this study, however. Tissue 
N content was lowered by N-stress only in stems, while protein accumulating tissues such as 
leaves and seed were not negatively affected, on a relative basis. 
Sulfur stress, itself, did not affect N or ^^S distribution in plants (Table H), supporting 
Sunarpi and Anderson (1996) who theorized that the lack of S does not trigger a differential 
distribution mechanism, or cause an increased proteolysis in leaves. Additionally, S-stress 
alone had only minor effects on nutrient distribution patterns in S at either harvest (Fig. 2A, 
B). 
Nitrogen stress, however, had a large effect on distribution of these nutrients. By 
R6.5, nitrogen stress alone caused an apparent redistribution of S and ^^S from leaves to 
stem, without an effect on N distribution. Stems accumulated ^^S04'^ in +N+S plants (Naeve 
and Shibles, 1998), and soybean stems have been shown to have the capacity to accumulate 
large amounts of S04'^ (Sexton et aL, 1998a). Alternatively, leaves were shown to contain 
only traces of S04'^ at R6.5 in the previous paper (Fig. 2C, Naeve and Shibles, 1998). It 
appears that stems of N-stressed plants were acquiring and storing S04'^ that could not be 
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delivered to the leaf fraction. In fact, N-stress may have indirectly caused a redistribution of 
S early in seed growtli, by inhibiting S04'^ reduction in leaves and seed. Nitrogen and S 
metabolism are indeed very tightly coupled (Anderson, 1990). Two assimilatory S04'^ 
reduction enzymes, ATP sulfurylase and adenosine 5'-phosphate sulfotransferase, lose 
specific activity rapidly when nitrate supply is withdrawn from Lemna (Brunold and Suter, 
1984), and nitrate stress represses ATP sulfurylase activity in tobacco (Niconana tobaccum 
L.) (Reuvenyand Filner, 1977). 
Sulfur redistribution via a putative blockage of 804"^ reduction may be best illustrated 
by, first, examining total-S distribution in N-stressed plants fed sufficient S (-N+S). Sulfate 
was readily available and appears to have been delivered to the stem; however, seeds and 
leaves seemed unable to reduce it, and were therefore unable to accumulate large quantities 
of amino-S. Relative to +N+S plants, this treatment elicited a much reduced uptake of total-
S by seed and leaf tissue, and an increased accumulation in the stem. 
Radiosulfiar was redistributed similarly to total-S in +N+S and -N+S treatments, 
except that seeds did not show the significant reduction in ^^S uptake in the -N treatment that 
was seen for S (Fig. 2A, 3A). The companion paper (Naeve and Shibles, 1998) demonstrated 
that leaves mobilized a portion of their reduced ^^S prior to R6.5, and that only a minute 
fraction of the leaf remained in an unreduced state by R6.5. In this study, mobilization of 
leaf ^^S to seed was not affected by N- or S-stress and probably represents a loss of low 
molecular weight organic-S compounds from the soluble-S pool, as proposed by Simarpi and 
Anderson (I997d). A mechanism may exist for leaves to mobilize free S-compounds early in 
senescence, before proteolysis of soluble proteins and export of amino acids begins later in 
seed growth. This may have been occurring just prior to R6.5 to allow plants stressed for N 
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or S to mobilize "S to seed with the same efficiency as those given sufficient nutrients. 
Wittenbach et aL (1980), and Boon-Long et al. (1982) both noted a loss of leaf N prior to a 
loss of soluble protein. This early nitrogen drop may represent a loss of N (and S) from the 
small free amino acid and short peptide (hGSH) pool. 
Because roots have a very small reductive capacity (Anderson, 1990; Sexton and 
Shibles, 1998), the root fraction appeared to export ^^S04'^ rather than organic-S to the shoot 
prior to the early harvest (R6.5) (Fig. 2A; Naeve and Shibles, 1998). As with total-S, it 
appears that ^^S (as ^^S04"^) was mobilized from root to the shoot, but could not enter seed or 
leaf tissue due to an attenuated S04'^ reduction capacity in these tissues because of N-
starvation. Perhaps, seed maintained a similar portion of whole-plant ^^S between +N+S and 
+N-S treatments by solely utilizing previously accumulated organic-S compounds primarily 
redistributed from leaves. The lack of treatment effects from S-stress alone on seed ^^S 
content indicates that developing seeds are not reliant on newly acquired S04"^. 
Plants stressed for both N and S (-N-S treatment), showed much different N, S, and 
^^S distribution patterns, from those plants stressed for N only. A combined N- and S-stress 
seemed to allow leaves to "tap into" a new pool of S compounds prior to R6.5. Sunarpi and 
Anderson (1997d) described S export from mature leaves as a sequential, two step process, 
where the second step is solely limited to plants grown under low N conditions. This 
involves the concurrent loss of N and S from leaves, as a result of protein hydrolysis. 
Sunarpi and Anderson (1997d) concluded that protein is not exported under sufficient N, but 
that this . .does not rule out the possibility that S-stress can induce or enhance net 
proteolysis at low or intermediate levels of N nutrition". 
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Our data support this latter possibility. While N-stress alone before R6.5, caused an 
increased redirection of S and away from the leaf fraction, distribution of N from leaves 
was not affected (Fig. lA). When plants were stressed for both N and S, nitrogen, sulfur and 
radiosulfur were concurrently lost from the leaf fraction. Mei and Thimman (1984) and 
Guitmann et al. (1991) found N-stress alone to induce a leaf protein hydrolysis in cereal 
grains, but in this study a combined N- and S-stress was required for an increased proteolysis 
that allow S and N to be liberated from leaf proteins and exported to seed in soybean. 
Leaves, still unable to acquire and reduce S04'^ under combined N- and S-stress, may have, 
again, caused ^^S04'^ to accumulate in stem tissue. 
A lack of treatment differences in intra-plant distribution of nutrients at maturity 
would indicate that nutritional stress induced redistribution was unable to override effects of 
mobilization through senescence. In this study, we found neither N- nor S-stress to have any 
effect on the mobilization of N or ^^S to mature seed (Fig. IB, 3B), while N-stress had a large 
effect on total-S mobilization to seed when S04'^ was supplied (-N+S vs. +N+S) (Fig. 2B). 
Again, differences in total-S and ^^S mobilization can be attributed to the reductive state of 
these two isotopes. Radiosulfur acquired at R2.0 was greater than 85% reduced prior to the 
imposition of nutrient treatments at R5.0 (see Naeve and Shibles, 1998), whereas total sulfur 
acquired after DAI 91 in -N-hS treatments may have remained principally unreduced. Plants 
in the -N+S treatment retained as much total sulfur in their stem at harvest, as was found in 
leaves or seed. The latter tissues seemed unable to utilize sulfur accumulated in stem tissue, 
thus fitting the model of a lower 804'^ reductive capacity in N-stressed plants. 
There were no treatment differences between -N+S and -N-S plants with regard to the 
distribution of N and ^^S at maturity. The combined N- and S-stress induced redistribution of 
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N and seen at R6.5 was obscured by the efficient mobilization of protein later in plant 
senescence. The enhanced redistribution of to seed seen in -N-S plants at R6.5 indicates 
that a combined N- and S-stress may accelerate the natural senescence process. Perhaps a 
combined N- and S-deficiency induces proteases specific to leaf proteins, such as Rubisco or 
a vegetative storage protein, allowing reduced N and S to be mobilized. 
Changes in seed SA values across N- and S-stresses indicate whether seeds may be 
utilizing S acquired during seed filling. At the time of the early harvest, seeds of +N-S plants 
had SA values that were significantly higher than those in +N+S plants (Fig 4A). This 
indicates that the unavailability of unlabeled-S in the rooting medium early in reproductive 
development affected its distribution to seed. Leaf S A values were unchanged between +N 
treatments, indicating that S acquired from the rooting medium did not act to chase out 
significant amounts of ^^S. Nitrogen stress alone greatly affected the seed SA values, relative 
to +N+S plants, without a concurrent, significant, effect on leaf SA. Seed seems to be more 
dependant on previously accumulated (and reduced) ^^S, while leaves took up less labeled 
and unlabeled S when reductive capacity was limited by N-stress. Leaves may have lost 
some organic-S from a non-protein fraction, such as hG^^SH (as theorized by Sunarpi and 
Anderson, 1997d), to seed under N-stress, while taking up less unlabeled 804*^ from the 
stem. A combined N- and S-stress had no additional effect on SA in any of the tissues 
relative to the -N+S treatment. 
All tissues tended to show SA's that were lowered in concert prior to maturity, 
regardless of treatment. Only stems of -N-S plants took up S with a higher SA between 
harvests, than they contained prior to the early harvest. Stems appeared to accumulate ^^S 
(^^S04'^) from the root that could not be utilized by the seed due to N-stress effects on 
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reductive capacity. This pool was not diluted by unlabeled chase S, as it was in stems of 
-N+S plants. 
Sunarpi and Anderson (1997a; 1997d) found N-stress to cause a redistribution of S in 
vegetative soybean, with roots being the primary beneficiary. We found N-stress to cause a 
redistribution of "S within vegetative tissues from leaves to stem at high S levels. Stems 
either lost less under N-stress, or retained ^^S that was unable to be utilized by seed. 
Stems lost nitrogen and sulfur under N and S-stress, respectively, while gaining sulfur under 
N-stress, indicating their importance as large and flexible storage pools for N (as noted by 
Sunarpi and Anderson (1997a)), as well as S (noted by Sexton et al. (1998a)). 
Conclusions 
Sunarpi and Anderson (1997a) raised the question of "whether low levels of nitrogen 
induce proteolysis, regardless of the sulfur nutrition." From the results presented here, the 
answer appears to be "No." In our study, a concurrent N- and S-stress was required either to 
prematurely induce the senescence process, hasten it, or promote proteolysis through some 
unrelated mechanism. By maturity, mobilization in non-stressed plants masked any nutrient 
effects on NHI or ^^SHI. A supply of 5 and 0.4-raM nitrate and sulfate, respectively, through 
maturity, did not inhibit mobilization of N or previously accumulated S (^^S) to seed. The 
combined N- and S-stress effects seen at R6.5 may have simply been a result of a hastening 
of the senescence process, without effecting its overall efficiency. In support of findings by 
Sunarpi and Anderson (1996) with vegetative soybean, we found S-stress alone to have no 
effect on S distribution or mobilization patterns in soybean. 
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Figure 1. Intra-plant distribution of nitrogen due to nutrient stress. A, distribution of N at 
R6.5. B, distribution of N at R8.0. Values represent the fraction of the whole-plant N in 
stem, leaf, and seed tissue, and are means where n=4. Bars represent SE. Individual tissues, 
within harvests, that are denoted with different letters, are significantly different at p < 0.05. 
For clarity, roots and pods are not shown. Nutrient treatments were imposed at R5.0, and 
consisted of fiill N and full S (+N+S), full N and zero S (+N-S), zero N and full S (-N+S), 
and zero N and zero S (-N-S). 
Figure 2. Intra-plant distribution of sulfur due to nutrient stress. A, distribution of S at R6.5. 
B, distribution of N at R8.0. Values represent the fraction of the whole-plant total-S in stem, 
leaf, and seed tissue, and are means where n=4. Bars represent SE. Individual tissues, within 
harvests, that are denoted with different letters, are significantly different at p < 0.05. For 
clarity, roots and pods are not shown. Nutrient treatments were imposed at R5.0, and 
consisted of full N and full S (+N+S), full N and zero S (+N-S), zero N and full S (-N+S), 
and zero N and zero S (-N-S). 
Figure 3. Nutrient stress effects intra-plant distribution of ^^S. A, distribution of ^^S at R6.5. 
B, distribution of ^^S at R8.0. Values represent the fraction of the whole-plant ^^S in stem, 
leaf, and seed tissue, and are means where n=4. Bars represent SE. Individual tissues, within 
harvests, that are denoted with different letters, are significantly different at p < 0.05. For 
clarity, roots and pods are not shown. Plants were pulsed with ^^S at R2.0. Nutrient 
treatments were imposed at R5.0, and consisted of full N and full S (+N+S), full N and zero 
S (+N-S), zero N and full S (-N+S), and zero N and zero S (-N-S). 
Figure 4. Nutrient stress effects on specific activity. A, specific activity at R6.5. B, specific 
activity at R8.0. Values represent the specific activity of stem, leaf, and seed tissue, and are 
means where n=4. Bars represent SE. Individual tissues, within harvests, that are denoted 
with different letters, are significantly different at p < 0.05. Roots and pods are not shown 
for clarity. Plants were pulsed with ^^S at R2.0. Nutrient treatments were imposed at R5.0, 
and consisted of full N and full S (+N+S), full N and zero S (+N-S), zero N and full S (-
N+S), and zero N and zero S (-N-S). 
Table 1. Effects of sulfur and nitrogen stress during seed growth on dry matter accumulation of soybean. 
Harvest 1 
R6.5 B dry matter tissue ' 









29.0 ± 1.5 
27.0 ±2.1 
27.4 ± 1.8 
26.6 ± 1.3 
30.5 ± 1.9 
31.2 ±2.0 
31.5 ± 1.6 
27.7 ± 1.6 
17.4 ±0.7 
16.7 ± 1.2 
12.8 ± 1.0 
14.9 ±0.6 
11.4 ± 1.4 





100.5 ± 3.0 
105.6 ± 1.8 
Harvest 2 
R8.0 






21.4 ± 1.0 
23.8 ±2.6 
19.8 ±2.4 
29.0 ± 0.8 




26.1 ± 1.3 
22.4 ± 3.0 
19.5 ± 1.4 
21.0 ±0.9 
21.8 ± 1.5 
18.0 ±0.8 
18.3 ±0.6 
33.6 ± 1.3 
27.7 ± 3.6 
21.1 ± 1.8 
20.7 ± 0.9 




Tissues were harvested at R6.5 and at R8.0. Nutrient treatn\cnis were imposed at R5.0. These consisted of full N and full S 
(+N+S), full N and zero S (+N-S), zero N and full S (-N+S), and zero N and zero S (-N-S). Data are means ± SE of four 
replicates. 
Table 11. Main treatment effects of sulfur and nitrogen stress during soybean seed growth on nutrient distribution and 
specific activity of the sulfur fraction. 
Harvest 1 































R8.0 Nitrogen Stress Sulfur Stress 
Nitrogen Sulfur ^^S SpecAct Nitrogen Sulfur '^S SpecAct 
Tissue (dist.) (dist.) (dist.) (^ S/S) (dist.). (dist.) (dist.) C S/S) 
Root ++ + ++ NxS NxS 
Stem + ++ - - ++ 
Leaf — - +++ 
Pod +++ +++ 
Seed - - NxS + NxS 
Plants were pulsed with ^'S at R2.0, and nutrient treatments were imposed at R5.0. These consisted of full N and full S (N+S+), 
full N and zero S (N+S-), zero N and full S (N-S+), and zero N and zero S (N-S-). Significant main effects from nutrient 
treatments are indicated by a "+" or A "+" indicates a positive response of the distribution (dist.) of that nutrient or specific 
a c t i v i t y  ( S p e c A c t )  t o  t h e  n u t r i e n t  s t r e s s ,  w h i l e  a  i n d i c a t e s  a  n e g a t i v e  r e s p o n s e .  S i n g l e  s y m b o l s  r e p r e s e n t  s i g n i f i c a n c e  a l p  <  
0.05. Two, three, and four symbols represent significance at p < 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001, respectively. Significant (at p < 0.05) 
nitrogen by sulfur interactions are indicated by a "NxS". 
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Soybean leaves have been shown repeatedly to be the primary donors of N for 
mobilization to seed tissue (Zeiher et al., 1982; Loberg et aL, 1984; Egli and Leggett, 1985; 
Shibles and Sundberg, 1998). We have demonstrated their importance as providers of S as 
well. Under conditions of continuous S04'^ supply to rooting medium, leaves supplied the 
seed with ca. 20% of its total-S requirement, and up to ca. 80% of the mobilized sulfur that 
was obtained as a single pulse of ^^S during reproductive development. Leaves appear to be 
much more important for N mobilization to seed, however. Mobilized leaf N accounts for 
most of the N mobilized to seed (Zeiher et aL, 1982; Loberg et al., 1982), which, in turn, 
supplies the seed with about half of its total seed N requirement (Hanway and Weber, 1971; 
Loberg et al, 1984; Imsande and Edwards, 1988). We confirmed Sexton et al.'s (1998a) 
finding that soybean exhibits S-harvest indices that are considerably lower than N-harvest 
indices, by noting a 28% lower SHI in plants given sufficient nutrients. 
But what can be done to increase S mobilization from leaves to seed? The timing of 
S acquisition by plants seemed to play an important role in determining the relative 
importance of leaves for S mobilization. Once ^^S was stably acquired by leaves it was 
mobilized with the same efficiency regardless of the time of S uptake. Radiosulfur taken up 
by plants early in reproductive development (R2.0 to R4.0) was more likely to be acquired by 
leaves and stablely integrated into its tissues than that taken up later. 
Similar to N (Pate and Flinn 1973; Loberg et aL, 1982) the quantity of S mobilized 
from leaves appears to be reliant most on the quantity "stored" there. This emphasizes the 
importance of S-reservoirs within growing leaves. A potential limitation to S acquisition and 
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retention may be in the synthesis of leaf proteins containing sufficient met and cys for later 
mobilization. A means to induce the transfer of larger quantities of S-amino acids to seeds 
late in seed growth may be through the design of larger S-reserve capacities within leaves. 
Vegetative storage proteins have been shown to play a significant role in soybean N 
metabolism and partitioning (Staswick et al., 1994; Klauer et al., 1996). These may be 
equally important with respect to S. The generation of a transgenic soybean overexpressing 
endogenous, high quality (large met and cys concentrations) leaf proteins, or tranformants 
producing altered vegetative storage proteins enriched in met and cys, would be particularly 
valuable in studying S mobilization. These hypothetical soybean transformants could supply 
the seed with reduced-S during senescence, when developing seed appear to be starved for 
met and cys. 
A vegetative storage protein for S storage would be best expressed early in leaf 
development, because we found expanding leaves to take up during the pulse period at 
rates that were disproportionately large compared with their contribution to the whole-plant 
dry weight. Expanding pods also accumulated a relatively large amount of that was 
efficiently mobilized to seed, suggesting that expression of a pod specific vegetative storage 
protein might be a particularly effective for S mobilization. Although pods were able to 
acquire radiosulfur indirectly (though redistribution from other tissues) after the pulse, 
developing leaves seemed unable to take up previously acquired by the plant. 
Leaves quickly reduce and/or export any S04"^ obtained from the rooting medium, 
while pods appeared to release S04'^ more slowly. By importing S04'^, pods may be 
important for reduction and mobilization of S to seed. Quite surprisingly, seeds acquired and 
maintained a large fraction of their pool as S04'^. This implies that an expansion of the 
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seed 804'^ reductive capacity (especially late in seed development) may help to increase 
soybean seed protein quality. Seeds of plants pulsed at E12.0 and supplied with sufficient N 
and S retained ca. 18% of their in the ^^804"^ fraction. This value may represent 
somewhat of an upper limit for seed 804'^ acquisition because, relative to seeds of plants 
supplied nitrate, seeds of plants stressed for N were unable to acquire ^^8 that had 
accumulated in stem tissue and was thought to be primarily 804'^. 
Both N and ^^8 acquired by plants at R2.0 were mobilized to mature seed, with the 
same efficiency irrespective of N, 8, or combined N- and 8-stresses from R5.0 through 
maturity. Sulfur stress did not effect N or ^^8 distribution before either harvest, and a 
combined N- and S-stress was required to induce or accelerate mobilization of what appears 
to be organic N and 8 to developing seed. Neither N- nor S-stress alone effected NHI or 
^^SHI at R6.5 or at maturity. These results indicate that mobilization through the age related 
senescence process may be running near its maximum efficiency. Again, this implies that the 
creation of larger reservoirs for 8 in expanding leaves would increase soybean seed protein 
quality, by supplying developing seed with the large quantities of met and cys that it requires. 
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